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SUMMARYI
This study comprises two parts:

0 Part I suggests alternative approaches to organizing the active component of
the Army and Marine Corps in the face of anticipated budget cuts.

i Part [I suggests alternative ways of organizing, manning, and training reserve
component combat forces.

STraining readiness' is key to both parts:
• Success on the battlefield demands high training readiness.

* Some personnel practices limit the ability to actheve high training readiness
in active units.

i Budget cuts threaten to further reduce training readiness.
I The mix of active and reserve combat units is often determined by the speed

with which reserve units can deploy and that speed is a function of3 perceptions of their training readiness.
* While training readiness is perhaps at an all-time high, there is no

comprehensive, objective measure of trairing readiness in routine use by the
Army or the Marine Corps to measure the waining readiness of combat
maneuver units.

PART I

One way to improve training readiness in active component units is to revise some,
Army and Marine Corps policies in oe'der to build more personnel stability in units and
keep people associated with units longer. The Unit Stability Program is designed to

achieve that goal. It is built around these concepts:3 • Keep units together longer.

• Employ a "Regimental system."

• Exchange the individual rep lacement system for a unit replacement system.

1 Training readiness is a measur of a units ability to perform its mion-esential tasks to a defmne
standard.I

S-i
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* In wartime, return former unit personnel to their unit to act as fillers and
combat replacements.

Ready Standby Organization appears to provide a way for the Army and Marine
Corps to preserve active component force structure and training readiness in the face of
budget cuts. Ready Standby Organization is built around these concepts:

*Create fully equipped "Standby" units that are manned in peacetime by fully
trained people who have other peacetime assignments or who have left the
active component. I

*Ina crsis or war, recall the members of the unit to the unit and, following
"limited refresher training, send the unit to war.

Both the Army and Marine Corps could react to budget cuts by placing
approximately 25% of their active component force structure into Standby status.5

The Unit Stability Program and Ready Standby Organization could be
implemented together or singly.

PARTI 3
This study indicates that the training readiness of reserve component combat

maneuver units could be improved and their post-mobilization deployment times reduced.
This would allow them to contribute more effectively to a short warning wartime

scenario. Ways to reduce post-mobilization deployment times fall into 6 major areas:

* Reduce the number and difficulty of the tasks reserve units ar expected to be
able to cari y out;

* Improve the skill levels of personnel serving in reserve units; I
* Provide additional training time;

* Use more effective training techniques;

* Reduce administrative impediments to effective mobilization;3

* Train in the combat theater where possible.

Preliminary analysis of one of these approaches-the use of moSe simulator
training-suggests a poential for making significant reductions-between 20% and

40%-in current estimates of post-msobilization deployment times of reserve combat

units.
Review of simulator traiuing concepts and technologies indicates a potential for

further improving simulator training of reserve units, especially in the key areas of

S-2i
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_I battalion and brigade operations. This new approach to simulator training involves the

merging of virtual and constructive simulatio:-n-SIMNET and Janus-and the use of

I both local and wide area data transmission networks.

This report represents an initial effort to define new organizational and training

approaches for the Army and the Marine Corps. Work to date on the concepts described

in both Part I and Part II describe possibilities for making significant improvements in the

training readiness of both the Active and Reserve Components of the Army and the

Marine Corps and for preserving Active Component force structure and training readiness

in the face of impending budget cuts. Implementation of these concepts would require

the Services to develop detailed plans and cost estimates. Much of the data needed for

these more detailed plans and cost estimates is available in Army and Marine Corps

records such as those of the Army COHORT experiment and the Marine Corps Unit

Deployment Program. Reorganizations and reductions already underway can provide

opportunities for testing some of these concepts in the near term.

I
I
I
U
I
I

-- I
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L OVERVIEW OF THE'STUDY

A. THIS STUDY HAS TWO GOALS1 -- Develop alternative approaches to organizing the active component of the
Army and Marine Corps-that will allow both Services to preserve force3• structure and training readiness despite anticipated cuts in resources and
OPTEMPO Part D).

- Develop and analyze alternative ways of organizing, manning, and-trainingreserve component combat forces that will allow them to better serve thenation's needs (Part 1).

B. CHANGES IN THE WORLD MAKE THISSTUDY IMPORTANT

The defeat of communism, the end of the Cold War, and the end of the Soviet
Union call for new -approaches to organizing and training U.S. forces to
obtain the best return for the increasingly scarce resources that will likely be
available.
Future. battlefields will be very challenging and U.S. forces must be3 organized and tmined for success on those battlefields.

Co FUTUIr, BATTLEFIELDS WILLLIELY _PECHARACTERIZED IN THE
FOLLOWNG WAYS

* The scale of future battlefields will be smaller than what we planned when
the Soviet Union was our main enemy, but the intensity will likely be the

* H1ighly complex, nonlinear operations will require high levels of individual
-and collective skills in operating individua, weapon- -systes and. in
sychronizing the operions o'a large number of smal unitsod complex
battle systems.

* High intensty combat-24 hour per day operations with2or 3 times as many
combat "pulses" per day as in WWn--ndthe need to sustsanopeaýons fbrI_ a period of days or-even wes(theplans for th' Gulf'War ' n'isiond a

-period of intense combat for sevalweeks)willplace extreme physical-and3 psychqlogic&d sftrssps on individuals and units

I-IIl



- Increasingly capable reconnaissance and fire systems will force ever greater
dispersion on the battlefield and will call for small unit excellence in order to
overcome the isolation and decentralization that comes with dispersion.

The fluid, compartmented nature of war will place a premium on sound

leadership, competent and courageous soldiers, and cohesive, well-trained
units. Decision making will be decentralized and subordinate leaders will be
expected to act on their own initiative within the framework of the
commander's intent.'

D. THE FUTURE BATTLEFIELD HAS IMPLICATIONS FOR TRAINING AND
ORGANIZING U.S. FORCES

Any U.S. forces committed to a future battle must be at the highest level of
training readiness possible.

" American maneuver warfare doctrine (Army AirLand Operations, USMC
maneuver war) demands the very highest possible combat abilities in units at
the point of main effort and allows for follow-on forces that are less capable.

" Combat operations that involve greater dispersion, decentralized decision
authority, and the ability to -oncentrate forces at the point of main effort lead
to increased demands upon individual soldiers, combat vehicle crews, squads,
platoons, and companies.

" Orchestrating and coordinating greate: numbers of small units and
decentralized decision making require more all-arms integrated training and
greatly increased synchronization skills for commanders and staffs._3

*.The number and complexity of tasks that forces will be asked to perform will
continue to increase.

Some forces must be trained and ready to fight and win the first battle of a
war that comes with little warning.

There must be sufficient total forces to meet potential worldwide demands for
U.S. forces-the need for overwhelming force.

T1he forces must have the staying power, with or without conflict, to remain U
in place for long enough to achieve their objectives.

I
I

SFM 100-5, Dqam t of the Army, 1986, pp.4,5. 1
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I E. UNDERSTANDING TRAINING READINESS IS KEY TO REACHING THE
GOALS OF THIS STUDY

"" Training readiness is a measure of a unit's ability to perform mission-essential
tasks in increasingly difficult conditions to predetermined standards.

I Current measures of training readiness are primarily subjective.

"Evidence from Army field training exercises using tactical engagement
simulations (TES)2 indicates that the odds of a successfal attack are
dramatically increased when the attacker has a significant advantage in his
level of training.3

3 Current practice calls for units to be at a minimum acceptable level of
training readiness before deployment.

- Active component combat units are assumed to be at minimum
acceptable level at virtualy all times.

- Reserve component combat units must demonstrate their ability before
deploymen.

F. CONSTRAINTS ON ACHIEVING HIGH LEVELS OF TRAINING
READINESS

* Both Services do the best training they know how to do within their systems.
Both seek to train their units to standas that are achievable by units tha, must operate
within their systems. These systems ar characterized by important consuaints:

* Both Services will have increasirngly limited resources to support training &nd
maintain OPTE4PO. They must find ways to make the best possible use of

* these resoures.

0 Both Services use a replacement system that places higher priority on
individuals and on individual development vtw! on units and unit
development. This system continuously moves traived people out of units
and replaces them with people who are unfamiliar with and untrained in the

3 2 TES can include a number of different types of simulations whose most imponant characteristic is the
use of a setient opositico force that provides immediate rewwd and pimishment tactical perfomice
through real-time casualty assessment. TES can be. used to train uniLs in the field with actual military
personnel and vesi'ks, or in computer-based virtual simulation (SIMNET) with actual military
permonnel or on a computerized baule simulation to irain commanders and staffs. TMe use of
Obstvermurollers is also key to macce•sul TES.

3 Rold J. Hat & Rbemt ISulzen, TM  ing Suess Rates in Simulated Ccmb" Armd Forces
30 to I wh- the acker was relatively well rained compared to the defender.
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unit. In essence, this system creates new units every year or so and these new
units must begin their training cycle over and over again 4

Both Services must maintain high operational tempos in their combat units in
order to train their units to mmimum acceptable standards.

All units have limited time available for training. This is especially true in the
reserve component.

G. THE STRUCTUR OF THIS PAPER

This paper addresses a number of alternative ways to organize and train U.S.
Army and Marine active and reserve combat forces. These alternatives are designed to
allow them to adjust to cuts in resources and to reach and maintain levels of training
readiness that are appropriate to the demands facing the Army and Marine Corps. I

Chapter H provides an analysis of the concept of training readiness and the
training strategy that the Army and Marine Corps employ today. It also addresses major
organizational and operational concepts that are important to the study. This chapter
serves as a base for the analysis that follows in Parts I and IL

Part I focuses on the Army and Marine Active Component and comprises
Chapters HIM IV, V, and VI. Chapter HI describes an approach to the organization of
military forces that is designed to enhance the stability of personnel within units and,
thereby, to enhance their training readiness. Chapter IV describes a new organizational

concept that is designed to allow the Army and Marine Corps to preserve force structurc
despite anticipated cuts in funding, Chapter V describes specific ways these concepts can
be applied to the Army. Chapter VI describes how they can be applied to the Marine

Corps.

Part II describes a number of potential ways to improve the training readiness and3
reduce the deployment times of Army National Guard combat maneuver units and, by
implication, a full range of other reserve units. Part H repeats Chapters I and H and 3
includes Chapters VI and VI. Chapter VH suggests a number of changes in policies

and practices that should enhance the ability of ARNG units to improve their level of

4 When soWldiers d Mines in combat mimeuver baiualions move from job to job with a b@tWn.u I
unit or move from unit to ut, the impac of this movement is called turbule ARI ree•ah has
shown tubulence of 8 to 10 pemcent per month in units tha" return from a raining expede at a
Combat Traning Cemer (CMC). Tke =mpact of ths tubulence is hat the unit capabiliti that are built
a CICs ae nqdly lost and the grea uaining value of the CrCs is for inviduals radthe un im

I1-4



training readiness and to reduce the time it takes them to deploy overseas in an
emergency. It also suggests ways to use simulation and computer-aided instruction to
assist in trining RC units and makes an initial assessment of the potential impact of such
training on improving pr-mobilization training readiness and reducing post-mobilization
training times. Chapter VIII suggests a new approach to using distributed, interactive

simulation to improve the training of ARNG battalion, brigade, and division staffs

em~ergny It dlosgesrbs ways and usoft solultions and thmpnewr-aided CASafinsrtiongt

- I acinhvg develoChptedrb LTG suggestsanewn anproAh studoure usngdis y.IbtDA paperaiv

-I

1I
I

I
-I
I
I

- i hlerIdescribes hardware and softwaresolutions to the new Battle Command StafTriig
concept developed by LTO P. D. Brown in an IDA study currently underway. IDA paper,

-"• I-5
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M, TRAINING, ORGANIATIONAL, A OPERATIONAL
CONCEPTS SUPPORTING TODAY'S FORCE

Understanding the training, organizational, and operational concepts that both
Services operate under is key to understanding the issues addressed in this study. These
concepts affect the world view of, Service leaders and affect their decisions. This chapter
discusses some of these concepts. Part I and HI that follow this chapter ame designed to
be consistent with the- Services' training and- operational concepts while it suggestsI changes in their organizational concepts that are intended to help both Services adjust to
the needs of the post-Cold War world.

A. TRAINI1NG THEORY

Since the Vietnam War, both the Army and the Marine Corps1 have undergone a
revolution in their approach to training combat units. F~rom before WWII until shortly
after the Vietnam War, both Services provided training that was demonstrably inadequate
for the needs of combat. units. The dramatic changes in training began in the 1970su;when both Services recognized that something had to be done.

The use of repetitive tactical engagement simulations (TES) in field training has
been central to the imivmnsin training. Both, Services have research showing that

combat units accomplish more missions, sustain fewer casualties, and inflict more
casualties when they conduct repetitive field rangusg S.Eiecfrom 237

Other evidence indicates similar but less dramatic impact at higher org.azational

levels. In -58 battles conducted-by combined arms (company) teams of-equal, size," the

1 ~ ~~~ While, most of the speific referencsae to Army training, our infonuaios is tha Marine Caips
"hrining suffered fioarmmmy of the sone problems and bcgan its revoutio at siout the smae time

2 GMa Paul Goman (Rta), The SecrtE of famt VIctoria, Il)AP-2653, Febaisry 1992.
3 Rolai LEMt & Robert IL Suizen, "Compmnnpg Succes Rane ja Simulate CgmbaW I=c cit.,

11-
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teams receiving more TES training had a 15 to 1 greater chance of successfully atacking
a combined arms team receiving less training." In 428 battles at the National Training
Center (NTC) where the opposition force (OPFOR) was always considered to be the
better trained force and the attacker always attacked with a 3 to 1 advantage, "the TES-
trained OPFOR motorized rifle regiment had a 5 to 1 greater chance of attacking and
defeating a less-well-trained Army (battalion) task force than the Army task force had of
successfully attacking and defeating an OPFOR unit."4

Today the Army and the Marine Corps both place top priority on using TES in the
field and in computer simulations. The Army is continuing to make major investments in
both forms of TES. Although hard evidence is scarce on the impact of TES in computer-
based virtual simulation, the Army is making a major investment in the Close Combat
Tactical Trainer (CCf'T) for training heavy forces.

In addition, both Services conduct performance-oriented training that demands
actual performance on key tasks. Both Services focus on training units to perform tasks
that are part of each unit's Mission Essential Task List (METL). Most units have a
demanding set of tasks they are required to be able to perform. For example, the Army
manual for the tank and mechanized infantry company and company/team lists 7 distinct
missions and 55 tasks that could be part of the unit's METM. Both Services call for units
to train in these tasks in increasingly difficult conditions such as day and night, good and
bad weather, and increasingly difficult terrain and competent enemies. And they both
have prescribed minimum acceptable performance standards to which their units train and
against which a unit's performance is evaluated. 5

Both Services recognize that training readiness varies over time. Figure I-1 is a
picture of the Army's view of this phenomenon.6 It shows training readiness varying as

"units go through a training cycle designed to sustain some level of proficiency. The I
picture compares a vision of the traditional training strategy that arguably allowed units
to vary greatly in their training readiness-peaking at major training events and implicitly
dropping to unacceptable levels at other times--with the current Army strategy that calls

4 CoL Robert HL Sulzen, -Winning with Tactical Engagement Simulation," Military Review, May 1987,
pp. 8-19.

SThese standards are both objective and subjective. For example, the staards for atankifmntry te
attack are," 1. Main body is not murpised or fixed; 2 No more than 20% casualties or 50% vehicles
last 3. Accomplish assigned task withi comader's intent; 4. 100% enemy KIA, POW or forced to
withdraw;, 5. No fratricide."

6 Army Field M&aual, "Trining the Fomc. FM 25-100.
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I for sustaining a level of training readiness whichvaries only marginally and, for active

component forces at any rate, should never allow a unit to drop below a minimum

costandard of training readiness.
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Figure 11-1. The Ainy's View of Training Reediness

The discussion of this schematic in FM 25-100 describes the Army's training

strategy as intended to provide training in key skills often enough "to prevent skill decay
and to train new people." However, the manual does not describe how this will be
accomplished by units within the time and resources available, while adjusting to typical
levels of personnel turbulence, and.,whose new members are not-fuly trained in their
individual skills. Nor does it describe the meaning ofthe "Band of Excellence." Since
outside evaluations of unit training readiness are generally made only during prime
training events such as at a Combat Training Center (CTC) or formal readiness

evaluation, it is difficult to demonstrate that the current strategy leads to-less fluctuation
in training readiness than does any "traditional" strategy.

In addition, while the Combat Trahning-Centers provide excellent training, that
training does not necessarily cover all tw asks on a unit's Mission Essential Task List.

Indeed it seems likelythat units preparing-for a CrC training period will not-train.on

I
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tasks they do not expect to be covered during their CrC rotation.7 As a result, units that I
may be well trained in tasks that are trained at the CrC may be untrained in other

important tasks. The high level of turbulence that units traditionally suffer upon I
returning from a CrC is also likely to reduce unit training readiness levels.8

Both Services recognize that combat operations, particularly combat maneuver I
operations, are extremely complex. Accordingly, both have established systems for
conducting formal readiness evaluations. The Arny's system is called the Army Training

"tnd Evaluation Program (ARTEP); the Marine system is called the Marine Corps Combat
Readiness Evaluation System (MCCRES). Both systems include a pass/fail system for
evaluating a unit's ability to perform each of its assigned tasks. Units that perform to I
these standards are declared "trained" and units that do not are "untrained or partially
trained." Both Services provide evaluations of training that include a "trained-untrained"

assessment associated with specific tasks, but the evaluation process is primarily intended
and employed to provide diagnostic feedback that will enhance and reinforce the training
experience. Nevertheless, the ARTEP and the MCCRES do give each Service the ability

to state with assurance that a unit has demonstrated a capability to perfoam its mission-

essential tasks to a minimum acceptable standard.

There are four main problems with both evaluation systems:

They are tied to performance standards that lead to risk averse behavior, i.e.,
the "school solution;"

" They are applied infrequently and, because of pusnnel turbulence, represent
an accurate picture of a unit's capabilities for only a short period of time;

"" They measure only minimum acceptable capabilities; and

"* They are only partially based on objective, or measurable, standards.

In addition to these problems, neither Service employs its training evaluation I
system to compare one unit with another, either within a component or across
components. Both Services argue that comparisons of units are inappropriate. They I
further argue that no fair comparison can be made because the METL for units are

7 Analysis by the Army Remarch I stitute on the detenhnits of combat perfomance dicaes that ft
momt sxessfl units tend to be dtose that limit training to a snall perntagp of their METta.
ARI newsketter, Octower, 1992.

8 Ie Army might de, moste the effectivem of its •aining strategy by returning a unit to the NTC
without warning some 3 to 6 months after it completed its last rotation ad evaluating the changes in
"training readiness dtat occur over that time. A-complete evaluation might include same tasks that wereftnd tthe CI an sme thatwemnot.I
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further argue that no fair comparison can be made because the fi"IZL for units are
different, because the conditions under which the tasks are performed are different, and

because the standards call for subjective judgments that cannot be applied evenly from
unit to unit because the skills and focus of the evaluators vary greatly.

The Army also makes no systematic effort to evaluate one unit against another in
the Army's combat training centers, such as the National Training Center. In the NTC
where tasks and evaluators are more likely to be consistent over time, the Army varies
conditions in order to provide the best training to units, depending on their level of
training when they arrive at NTC---thus making comparisons invalid. The Army also
argues that comparison of units would reduce the training value of the experience. The
Army does have data that would allow for such a comparison. 9

The only Service-wide comparison in use is the unit readiness report that assesses
training readiness by having unit commanders subjectively rate their unit's capabilities to

perform a unit-specific set of METL tasks and estimate the additional training necessary

to be prepared for combat.

The net result of current practice is that neither Service has an accepted way for
making comparisons of the training readiness of active and reserve units. Nor do they
have a way of objectively determining the time or resources needed to improve an
untrained unit or to say how much a unit's training readiness could be improved with
additional training.10 The only data available are derived from the experiences during

the Gulf War mobilization of 3 ARNG brigades. While these data are a useful historic

example, they are insufficient to provide an objective way to compare pre-invasion AC

and RC training readiness or to compare post-invasion AC and RC training experiences.

Many members of the ARNG consider the data derived from the mobilization of the three

9T is discussion has described the Army and Marine Corps approach to tactical training of combat
units. It does not describe their approach to gunnery training. Unit performance in gunnery is
objectively evaluated, scores are compared across units, and units that perform well are rewarded.
Training standards in gunnery are rigomruly adhered to for both crews and platoons. Gunnery training
involves extensive training on simulators. such as the Conduct of Fure Trainer (COFT). followed by
training on gunnery tables with fixed cnditions d on which performance to standards is carefully
measued. Gunnery training standards lke tsctial raining standanrs, ame set to a minimum acceptable
level-Table VH-bu the gunnery training and evaluation system does allow for measurement of
performance that greatly exceeds those minimum sandards Gunnery simulators provide one of the
best ways for evaluating master level perfomance.

10 When reading evalutions of both active and reserve component units and discussing the issues with
experts, the IDA analysts have been struck by the similarity of the comments regarding the problem of
both active and reserve units.
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ARNG brigades as biased and unreliable. Among the factors that lead to this judgment
are:

* The standards for deployment were changed from C-3 to C-I without
warning.

• The units were put into a "lock-step" training program unrelated to pre- 3
mobilization plans on training.

* There was little or no "evaluation" until the end of the training process.
* Many training events were required, regardless of the demonstrated l

competence of the units.
• The post-mobilization training was conducted by active component personnel I

unfamiliar with the units or their capabilities.
It is a fact that during the mobilization for Operation Desert Shield, active I

component units were assumed to be ready for deployment and reserve component units
were required to demonstratethat they were ready. During the mobilization, both the
Army and the Marine Corps found themselves conducting ad hoc evaluations of the
training readiness of the RC combat maneuver units they mobilized and then developing
ad hoc plans for post-mobilization training. The Marines provided minimal training for
their RC combat units and then deployed them. The Army changed its policy that had
called for combat units to be deployed when they met C-3 standards and required them to
meet C-1 standards before deployment. Given this change in policy, the Army then had
to develop a plan for training the ARNG units to the new standard. After reviewing the
experiences of RC units in both Services, it appears that determinations of training needs
can be a function of the need a Service has for the unit in question as much as it might be
a function of an objective measure of a unit's training readiness.1!

Both Services are working to improve their training and evaluation systems. The 3
Army has a number of programs under way to identify the training that its units need to
undergo in order to be competent in a range of common tasks (this program is known as 3
the Combined Arms Training Strategy (CATS)). The Army also has programs to

SIn planning for a worldwide war with the Soviet Union, for example, plans called for resemr
component-units to train until fth time came for thm to deploy-less than 60 days for most Rcbrigades and even some diviiions. In the Gulf War, the M es had speci& needs fo their RCinfantiy and tank batalioni and deployed them overam wi relatively Bit training. -Me A-my hadan immedite need for the two RC artillery briggds and deployed them rapidly to the combat eater.It had no immediate needs for the three RC maneuer bigades it mobilized and decided to amsue they
met a high training standard before vaWdating dtm for overseas deployment."
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I improve the training readiness of reserve units (these programs are collectively addressed
"under the title "Bold Shift") and to develop a way of providing an objective comparisonI of the training readiness of like units regardless of their component (this program is
known as Operational Readiness Exercise (ORE)).12

The Marines also are worlkng on a number of initiatives to improve training
readiness. They are developing a "Mission Essential Training Strategy" that will identify
specific training needs of Marine units. They also are making changes in the Selected
Marine Corps Reserve to improve its training readiness.

If these programs are successful, both Services should have better trained units,
they should know that they are better trained, and they should be able to differentiate
between units based on their training readiness. These are ambitious goals and success is
not assured. Even with these improvements in training, a number of problems will

II remain:
ra Neither the Army nor the Marine Corps will know if there is r practical limit

to improving training readiness or for saying how good a unit can be.
I i Neither Service is likely to be able to set a training goal beyond the minimum

acceptable level.

* Neither will have a theory for describing the impact of different levels of
training readiness on successful implementation of Army AirLand Operations
or Marine maneuver warfare doctrine.

* Neither will have a theoretical basis for determining if the new concepts and.
changes in policy and organization described in Parts I and H below will
improve their training readiness or decrease their post-mobilization
deployment times.

I B. ORGANIZATIONAL AND OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS

3 The Army and Marine Corps today are undergoing dramatic changes due to the
end of the Cold War. The nature of many of those changes is still to be determined.
Many changes will involve reductions in the size of the active and reserve components of
both Services. No dramatic new organizational or management changes are visible at this
time. The organizational and operational concepts that are particularly important to this

12 Evidenwe to date ln•tes an ORE focuses mom r on input dmn outlt orpefmane isq

I
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study are listed below. The key elements and the importance of each concept are

described.

"1. Maneuver Warfare

Although both Services have changed their operational concept from attrition or
"linear warfare to maneuver warfare, neither Service has changed its organization or its
persennel management system in any major way to align with the change. Both Services

expect all combat units to meet the same minimum acceptable standards. Both retain the

traditional hierarchical structure. Neither has specifically recognized a need to have some
units that are trained to much higher standards at the point of main effort. This study
describes ways to improve the training readiness of some units significantly. It also
argues that not all' AC or RC units need to meet the same standards.

2. Total Quality Management

Both Services have adopted the concept of Total Quality Management for
managing their peacetime activities. TQM can be described as the peacetime equivalent

of maneuver warfare. Both Services seek to loosen the hierarchical bounds of existing
management structures and to empower the lower levels of the organization to make their
"own decisions. As in maneuver warfare, neither Service has realized the full implications
of TQM, For example, neither Service has yet decentralized the personnel system or
eliminated the "zero defects" approach to the management of combat units. This study 3
suggests a TQM approach to personnel management.

3. Individual Replacement System -

Both Services base primary reliance on an individual replacement system in peace
and war. Commanders and personnel managers appa to be more concerned about
"equity" for individuals than for units. In Korea and Vietnam, they supported a 12-15
month tour despite the, impact it had on the war-fighting capabilities of units. In the Gulf i
War, the Army made an ad hoc effort to use crew replacement rather than individual

replacement. The Marine Corps planned to use individual replacements. Although both
Services have often acknowledged the damage to units that is caused by the current
system, they have allowed it to continue in most instances in both-peace and-war. This i
study proposes t'% limination of the major elements of this system.

. I



1 4. Overseas Deployments

Planning for overseas deployments has dominated the personnel and training

I systems- in both Services. As overseas deployments decline, the impact on personnel and
training should decline. This study proposes that overseas deployments be supported by

unit rotation.

-!
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VII. ENHANCING RESERVE-READINESS AND
REDUCING DEPLOYMENT TIMES

I A. INTRODUCTON

"Determining the appropriate mix of active and reserve forces to meet the military
requirements of the United States requires us to consider not only the readiness and post-
mobilization deployment times of reserve units today, but also the possibility that
"changes can-be~made to enhanice their readiness -r otherwise-reduce their.deployment
tis in the future. If we are able to maintain reserve units at higher levels of peacetime
readiness, to improve our ability to train reserve units following mobilization, or to
reduce other impediments to their deployment, then it will be'possible to deploy them
more quickly. With more rapid deployment times,-reserve units might be able to-meet
more of the requiremnents of the scenarios that form the basis of force structure planning.
Less post-mobilization administrative and training time might allow reserves to handle
scenarios-that would otherwise be infeasible for them. This would allow reserves to be a
larger part of the mix of forces. Because of the cost advantage reserve forces generally3 enjoy relative to active forces, we could save money without sacrificing critical
capability.

3. This chapter discusses a variety of mechenisms by which reserve training
readiness could be enhanced and overall post-mobilization deployment times could be
reduced. Because of the Services' inability to -measure unit radiness ,oelate policy
options to expectedlevels of readiness in a quantitative fsh!ion, it is generally impossible5 ,.to develop analytically based estimates of how policy changes would-affect the required
post-mobilization training time of reserve units. In one particular case, (greater use of
simulator technology-in the mining of Army National Guard armor units), however, anIestimate of how much it might be possible to reduce post-mobilizationtrmin-up time is
provided. While this estimate is necssarily quite impreciis, it i.s csistet wh the

m . I notion that modifications in RC manageMent-policies and trzining-pra-tices-could
significantly reduce post-moailization deployment times.

IW
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B. FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE READINESS IN THE RC

Table VH-1 illustrates the point that there is considerable variation in the

readiness of RC units to deploy. The information in the table comes from several sources
such as questionnaires that were sent to each of the units and discussions with the

leadership of the units. The data are not entirely consistent across units. For example,

the "Days to Deploy" is the unit commander's estimate, except in the case of the 20th

SFG and the 48th Brigade where deployment times have been validated by the AC. The

entry for "% Full Time Support" does not include the full time support associated with

equipment maintenance. All units but one claimed 39 days per year of unit level training

plus additional training for pilots, officers, and some NCOs. Entries in the column,
"Mission related to AC" are provided by the reserve units. LMI provided some of the
data on the extent of MOS mismatches and on the amount of full time support.

Table V11-1. Readiness and Other Characteristics of Some Reserve Units

%FTS Poaet" MiionDays to Level Res/ % Prior Training ml. to % MOSUNIT Deploy of Org. Act Service dar. AC Mismatch

1/174 Fighter 3 Sqt,!admn 8/0 68 53-pilots Less 0
39 unit

1/168 Aviation 45 Battalion 6/0 51 53-pilots Same 15
39 unit

1/20th SFG 7-45 Battalon 7/0 35 70+ Off Same 15
(25% over str) &NCO

1/25 lmrlnes 20 Battalon 1/5 100-Off 39 all Same 9So-Pvs.

142 A1!e 18-21 Bgade 11 7 70 ff Less 6
56 unit

48th brigade 90 Brigade 4/0 13 59 Off Same 26
39 unit

48th Ode 39 unit
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SI Several factors appear to be associated with more rapid deployment:

Units that can deploy with less post mobilization training tend to have moreI full time support, more prior-service personnel, and a higher level of
peacetime operating tempo than do other units.

"" They tend to be smaller and, as in special forces and aviation units, they tend
to be units in which individual and team-level skills are most important
"compared to inter-unit coordination skills.

They seem to be assigned less demanding missions than comparable active
units.

. -It is not always possible to discern in the table the relationships that one might
expect. For example, there is at most a very weak relationship between the number c.&
days to deployment and the extent of MOS mismatch (though we still believe that such a
relationship exists).

U][ C. POSSIBLE WAYS TO REDUCE DEPLOYMENT TIMES

Our analysis reveals six major ways in which post-mobilization deployment times
for ARNG combat maneuver units can be reduced:

* reduce the number and difficulty of the tasks reserve units are expected to be
able to carry out;

- improve the skill levels of personnel serving in reserve units;

* provide additional training time;

i use more effective training techniques;

• reduce administrative impediments to effective mobilization;

° train in the combat theater.

Policy initiatives that fall into each of these categories are discus.ied in turn. It
should be borne in mind that the kinds of initiatives discussed iere atre not only relevant
to units that fail to meet specified readiness standards; all units can use these inititves to
reduce their post-mobilization time.

I. Reduce The Number and Difficulty of Required Tasks

I Plan to deploy smaller, lower-echelon units. This would eliminate some of the
burden of training complex, high-level synchronization tasks. In general, the lower the
level of the unit, the fewer and the less complex are the mission-essential tasks facing the

I
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unit. Companies have a less complex Mission Essential Task List (METL) than do

battalions and battalions have a less complex METL than do brigades. For example, in

an indcpendent brigade such as the ARNG roundout and roundup brigades, the maneuver

battalions have a primary responsibility of managing the maneuver of three or four

company/teams of tanks and infantry fighting vehicles in the battalion. The brigade, on

the other hand, must manage the maneuver of the battalions and also of the other

disparate units. The brigade must also integrate that function with all the other functions,

particularly the fire support, air defense, command and control, intelligence, and combat

service support functions.

Because of their less complex METls, total pre-mob and post-mob training time

would be reduced if plans were made to deploy lower echelon units, such as battalions

instead of brigades or brigades instead of divisions. There are two alternative ways of

implementing such a decision. First, given the uncertainties of future crises and the

current emphasis on assuring the readiness of crews, platoons, and companies during pre-

mob training, reserve units could be assigned a dual mission. Reserve units could be

directed to prepare for deploying lower echelon units in a short warning, rapid

deployment crisis and to prepare to deploy as a larger unit in a crisis that had longer

warning or a less demanding deployment schedule. Such a decision would provide for

maximum flexibility and is consistent with current training philosophy.

Alternatively, plans could be made for deploying only battalions and companies.

This is the approach the Msa-ine Corps uses. The higher headquarters units could be

assigned the job of managing training and administration, or they could be eliminated.

Since someone has to train and administer these units, it probably would be appropriate to i
maintain the higher headquarters to manage these jobs. Following the deployment of the

lower echelon units, the higher headquarters could be used as the nucleus of new units or 3
their personnel could be used to meet other needs.

Train to specific, but more limited METLs Reviews of reserve units' Mission

Essential Task Lists indicate tbat they typically include the same missions as the active

units plus tasks associated with mobilization. The alternative to these very demanding

METLs is to assign fewer tasks. Such a decision would be consistent with the Army's

manual on "Training the Force" which states, "Recognizing the limited training time

available to RC units during peacetime, wartime commanders assign missions that are as

specific as possible. Mission specificity limits the range of possible RC

mission-essential tasks and allows the RC to achieve Army standards on each training

VI-4m
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task."1 Training to a more limited METL also would be consistent with the Army's

AirLand Operations Doctrine which calls for very capable units at the point of main

effort, but also allows for units of lesser capabilities for missions that are less demanding.
This practice is followed by the most successful AC brigades that attend the NTC who

train to a limited number of tasks.2

This approach also would be consistent with the experience in the Gulf War in
which the AC units in Saudi Arabia and the mobilized brigades in CONUS trained in a
limited number of METL tasks. That ARNG brigades trained in less demanding METL

tasks could have been used effectively in the Gulf War has been attested to by the former

G3 of the First Armor Division, who argues,

"The presence in theater of the roundout brigades in a reinforcing role
would also have increased the CINC's and the Army Commander's options
and maneuver flexibility. They would have been available to secure
forward deployed army and corps-level supply dumps, critical lines of
communication, and conduct forward defense along the Saudi-Iraqi border
in both the VII and XVHI Corps' areas of operation. As heavy maneuver
forces, tie roundout brigades would have been most valuable to both the
VII and XVHI Corps commanders during the ground phase of Desert
Storm, ensuring security for LOCs that extended between 150-400 kms
into Iraq."3

Reorganize to provide simpler units. The independent brigades in the ARNG

are complex units with many different kinds of sub-units. This organization leads to
complex and demanding METLs. It is possible to organize simpler meserve units and to
look to the active parent unit to provide the skills needed to synchronize the efforts of

different kinds of units. The roundup/roundout brigades have infantry and armor

maneuver battalions, an artillery battalion, a forward support battalion, an armored

cavalry troop, plus air defense, engineers, signal and other capabilities. These brigades

are to join active divisions and could be organized as divisional brigades with just armor

and infantry battalions. The other units could also remain in the reserves, but the

responsibility for managing them would be given to the active division. This would
reduce the peacetime demands on the brigade. staff which should have more time to assist

in the training of the maneuver units and in its own battle staff training. The brigade staff

1 FM 25-100, Training The Force, November 1988.p. 2-5.
2 Prelimina),ry fndngs of an AM! study on "The Deweminuns of Unit Performance"
3 CoL Thomasi.uss, The Role of the US. ArM's Natonal Guard Roundup aod Roundout Brigades

in Force Reconstitution, U.S. Army War College, Car•ile Baracks, PA, 1992, p 29.
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would still have, the, wartime responsibility for operating as-a divisional brigade and for
oqperating allof itsbattlefield oplerag systems.

2. hmprove The Skill Level of. Personnel

Fully train non-priorskervice soldiers. The majority of soldiers who complete
initial entry traming,(lET -are niot fully, trained in the jobs theywill be'expected to do,
when they-arrive in their units. This is acceptable-in-the-active component because there
is time to train these individual skills in the, unit It is-unacceptable in reserve co mponent
units because they do not-have thre training 'time available. -Failure to fully trai reserve

soldiers in -initial entry trining-means that most-will never catch up.
Special Provisions, could -be -made- to train-reserve Personnel. eitherath ther T

school orva a reserve school to assure their ability to Perform theirjobs when-they arriv
at their units. The potential: imat of this- provision- would, lbe, toreduce the amount of
individual training that is, nece'ssaryi-the rserve unit.,Seilpoisosmgtb

made, for example, to fully train tank or APC crewmen as part of~ther JET -If they could
be trained as full crews, so much the better.

The Marine Corps'fully trains its'infantrymen in initialentry skills be.fore they
arriveat thirunts.Thstriining takes 22 werks. The-Amy on the- other hand,I

Provides its if ntrmnless than the fullinventorty of skillls -the -need in 14 weeks-of
initial entry training. This 8-week'difference,--40+ traning days,--equals-at least-fthefirst

year of- service (39 days of training for an ARNG infantryma.
Increase the-fraction of-prior-service p~ersonnel.' Many reserve units'have few

m 'embr with expjerience in the active comp-onen Thsis espcily true for those who
have-reached- more senior levels- in -the-tactive force. Increasing the fraction -of prior-ý

service, personnel -could increase the level- of~unit readiness: regardless of-the trainig
strategy and trainifig-time- aailable-and could- have the extra benefit of reducing-MOS-
mismatches; ~

Although the reserves recruit ,prio-evc persornnel aggressvlteehv

been-difficulties in recruiting senior persofnnel'and inrecruiting thos4-with the"poe
MOS. The-problem -with moire senior Persne ,is that reserve units are generally fully.
manned at the senior ranks and do not have room. Moreover, there'is-a natural tendncy
to-prefer ~people who aire known over.:people who areunknown, pariualy, beas

mnunts &hav hd-the' epincof enlisting a peson whoturned ou not to havedthmanyuniUy epence oout



I capabilities and skills they anticipated. The problems with MOS mismatch arise because
feserve~units are geographically oriented and-it is often difficult-to recruit peoplewith the

3n right skills in the right geographic area.

There-are a number of different ways to overcome these problems.

To increase the number of senior prior-service personnel, allow reserve units
to maintain these senior prior-service personnel, officers, and sergeants in an
overstrength status for 1 or 2 years to allow them to become known to the
unit, to demonstrate their skills-and abilities, and to compete for openings as
they arise in the units. If commanders are seriously motivated to train their3 units to standards, they will be motivated to select and promote the most
qualified personnel.

n To increase the number of prior-service officers, require-that individuals
spend some time in the active component before they join the reserve
component as an officer. The Marine Coips Reserve, accepts only officers3 with prior active service-as an officer, for example. Similarly, Army units
with special readiness needs could be required to use only personnel who had

,relevant prior active service.

It should be possible to enhance the MOS match of prior-service personnel
by making provisions for them to attend the appropriate MOS schools
imm•aiately before separation when they have made a commitment to join a
reserve unit.

Reduce MOS mismatches by developing distributed, decentralized trwining
courses that can be delivered via paper, computer, videodisc, CD-ROM, video, etc. to
counteract the inability of RC personnel to make large blocks of time available for

traditional schooling.

Reduce turbulence or increse stability in. units by allowing more flexible

assignment and training policies.
* Recognize that moves associated -with civil life will often take soldiers

trained in key skills so far from their units that regular participation in
training will be difficult. Allow some soldiers to remain in their units as long
as they continue to train with the units on annual training and periodicalIy
(say, once a quarter) at weekend training. For the rest of-their drills, they.
could perform individual-training and administration at local armories. Such
apolicy would only be-appropriate for*soldiers with ky.skills who arenot
necessary at all Unit- Training Assemblies, e.g., mechanics, radio/radar

*repairmen.
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Current personnel practices, many of which are based on AC concepts,
militate against efforts to build crew and unit stability and cohesion in the
RC. Promotion and other policies that force the most capable and ambitious
soldiers and officers to leave positions for which they are qualified and enter
positions for which they are relatively unqualified should be changed.
Policies should allow individuals to remain in a position for long periods of
time. Incentive pays should be provided for key positions and for individuals
who demonstrate special skills.

Retain a link between units and fully trained soldiers even when these
soldiers leave the unit to enter the IRR. Fully trained soldiers who are unable to
continue to participate in unit actvities and who still have an obligation remaining can be
kept in SRA status or in the IRR with orders returning them to their old unit, if the unit
wants to keep them. This assignment can be maintained for a year or so until the soldier
returns to his unit, affiliates with a new unit, or his skills attenuate. A change in Inactive
National Guard (ING) policies might accomplish the same goal for the ARNG.

3. Provide More Training Time

Reduce the amount of time drilling reservists spend on administration.
Increase the number of full time support personnel a•railable to perform administrative

tasks, or simplify the tasks themselves. Many key reserve personnel, including
commanders, must spend a great amount of time performing administrative tasks.4 These
people could spend their time more effectively in conducting training or participating in
training if there were more full time support personnel to perform more of the existing

administrative tasks. It may also be possible to reduce the administrative load by
simplifying the system itself. For example, the pay system in the Army's reserve
components seems to place an unnecessarily heavy burden on unit personnel. 3

Provide enough full time personnel that units can effectively train full time.
Air Force reserve units, for example, have about 30 % full time personnel, including U
many commanders and/or deputy commanders. This allows them to train their part time
pilots and other key personnel continuously and helps to lead to very high readiness.

Navy reserve ships are manned at about 60 to 70 % and have a full time commander or

4 One way to reduce the burden of administradve tasks is to decrease their imponance relative to success
in trining.
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I executive officer. They operate in support of the fleet during the week and train their
reserve crew members on weekends;

I The ARNG could use more full time support to allow individuals, crews, and
small units to train at non-traditional times such as during the week or in the evenings.
Small changes, such as providing more support personnel for simulator training, would
likely pay big training dividends.

Provide additional training to RC personnel. More peacetime training would
reduce the requirement for post-mobilization training. Additional training could be
provided for entire units or for key unit members. While it may be difficult and
disruptive to demand that entire units conduct more than 39 days of training per year, it is
easier for key personnel to train more. Aviation units, for example, provide additional
training for their part-time pilots and some key operations and maintenance personnel.
Some provisions are already made to provide additional training for armor vehicle
crewmen,5 but the limited number of simulators and trainersprevents the full use of this
training time.

INew simulators and adequate personnel to support them could significantly
enhance the training.level of individual crews and platoons. Similar provisions could beI Umade for providing additional training for battle staffs (see Chapter VIH). New personnel
might be required to commit to more training time, at least in the first few years of their
service when they need to build both their individual and collective skills.

Create new reserve organizations that allow for more training time. A
college-based system, for example, could provide the opportunity to give units as many
as 60 days of annual training during the summer. This system could be integrated with
existing programs, such as the ARNG Dual Membership Program, ROTC, and the Army
College Fund. The members of a college-based unit could be ARNG members who are
also college students, school or other employees who have their summers free, prior-

service soldiers who go to college following their active service, and ROTC cadets and
staff. These units could even include special enlistment categories, such as soldiers whoI tin for 1 year on-active duty and then remain in a special reserve unit for the'following 4
years while they attend college. These units would be designed in ways to-reduce
turbulence and would obtain about 60 days of intensive field training each year. The type

5 Anror mc m we authoized 12 addiional 4-hor blocks of training time for training on the Condct
ofFire Tainer.
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of soldiers involved and the amount of training provided should mean that such units

would be capable of rapid-mobilization and deployment.

Implement new training schedules that allow for more effective annual

training. There is a consensus that annual training is much more effective than is

weekend training. The former Adjutant General of the New York National Guard

compared the two by saying, "Annual training is half as long but provides twice the

training."'6 For many units, however, the 15 days of annual training provide insufficient

time An alternative way to provide more effective training within the same 39 days has

been suggested by the commander of the 48th Infantry Brigade. His suggestion is to

combine annual training and weekend training. For example, a combination of three 5-

day annual training periods with a 2-day weekend training period on each end would

provide three 9-day annual training periods. This approach would use all 15 days of

annual training and half of the weekend training time. The other half of the weekend

training, 24 drills or 12 days, could be spaced over the rest of the year. The major

disadvantage of this approach would be that unit members would be required to give up 3

weeks in their regular jobs or with their families rather than the 2 weeks that they

normally devote to annual training. On the other hand, they would only be gone from

their weekday jobs for a week at a time. This approach would provide the equivalent of

27 days of annual training, or 80 % more annual training per year. It could be a valuable

approach for units that have to travel a long way to their equipment and do not have the

opportunity to train with their equipment at times other than annual training. At a

minimum, -units should be given an opportunity to choose this option.

4. Provide More Effective Training

Provide more full time trainers from either the active or reserve components to

assist in training reserve units.

SState training organizations can take more responsibility for organizing and
running unit training.

AC personnel could assist in training ARNG units. These AC personnel must
be closely enough associated with the unit that they feel a strong sense of
responsibility for the unit's performance. They could be advisors to the units
and remain in an AC chain- of command. They could accept NG
appointments and become members of ARNG units with all the rights and

6 InMerview wih MajorGemal Lawrem Flynn on 15 Apxi1992.
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responsibilities that such membership entails (they would continue to hold
their federal appointment but could eventually become permanent members
of the National Guard or could return to the active component).

Involve Active Component Commanders more directly in RC training by
changing the relationships and responsibilities that cunrently exist in order to strengthen
the links between active and reserve units and to give active commanders more
responsibility and authority for planning, conducting, and evaluating RC training
readiness.

Allow over-strength in higher ranking petitions in order to provide some

personnel to be involved in training the unit and ot~rs to train as part of the unit. For

example, a staff officer in a battalion must spread himself between the need to train his

unit and the need to train himself. This is more than a part-time soldier can do. An over-

strength authorization in the staff would allow for more effective training by providing
people to manage the training and people to participate in the training. This provision
might have the same impact as increasing the training time for individuals, except that it
would be less demanding on the individual and would allow for both types of people to

be present simultaneously-the trainer and the trainee.

Provide for CTC time with AC units. Current plans call for assuring the

training readiness of RC crews, platoons, and companies in pre-L•ob and for working on

battalion and brigade readiness in post-mob. They also call for AC units to take most of

the training time in Combat Training Centers such as the NTC. Many RC units argue that
excluding them from the CTCs is uncalled for and unfair. A potential compromise is to
send ARNG platoons, companies, and battalions to combat training centers with their
affiliated AC units.

i Given the difficulty of sending complete units to the NTC, the ARNG might also
form provisional units made up primarily of officers and NCOs who would attend the
NTC in a special program designed to "train the trainer." For example, an A.NG brigade

could form a provisional company team or even a platoon made up primarily of junior
officers and NCOs. ARNG officer candidate schools could also send proiis~onal units.
These provisional units would receive special training from the Observer Canrtvollers at
the NTC. They could employ Ranger School techniques and rotate duties so that all learn

what is required at each position and can teach it to their soldiers later. Each NTC
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rotation could include a company team or a platoon. In a mobilization this technique

could be used to wain the leaders of an entire ARNG division simultaneously.7

Expand other opportunities for duty with AC units for both part-time and full-

time RC soldiers. Provide additional opportunities for part-timers to train with active

units. Give priority to training with affiliated AC units. Provide for exchanges of full-

time AC and RC personnel among affiliated units. Require full-time support personnel to

spend some time with AC units as well as to participate in AC training. Require full-time

support personnel to meet the same standards as do active personnel. Provide additional
opportunities for RC personnel to participate in CTC training as individuals if it is not
possible to participate as units.

Make maximum use of simulator technology in training RC units. Sevural
kinds of simulation are involved. For armored units, for example, conduct of fire trainers
can help hone gunnery skills, SIMNET-like virtual simulators can build maneuver and C3

skills, and JANUS-like constructive simulations can help develop management and

coordination skills. These technologies could allow reserve units to squeeze more actual
training into the training time available to them. They could also allow for more efficient
post-mobilization training when ranges, training areas, and combat training centers will

be in full use.

S. Reduce Administrative Impediments to Effective Mobilization

Integrate active and reserve component personnel and logistics information

systems. Incompatibilities between active and reserve data systems impose delays

beyond those caused by low unit training readiness. Following its mobilization for the
Gulf War, the 48th Brigade of the Georgia National Guard suffered many delays due to

the effort to convert from the ARNG systems to the active systems. The planned Reserve
Component Automation System (RCAS) is not designed to correct this problem and may

make it worse.

Provide medical and dental coverage to members of key units. Experience in

the Gulf War demonstrated that many reservists were not ready for rapid deployment
because of medical and dental problems. Providing such services to key units will help to

eliminate this problem and will serve as a key recruiting and retention tool.

7 Col. Lory M. Johnson and LTC Thomas R., Rozman, "Training Reserve Component Units to
Standard," MiitaWy Review, September 1992, pp. 37-47.
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6. Train In The Combat Theater

Plan to deploy ARNG units when the strategic lift is available to transport them
I and conduct final training in the combat theater. No one can predict the circumstances of

the next crisis or war for which ARNG units might be needed. While the Gulf War

allowed the Army to train its reserve brigades before deploying them, the Marine Corps
had a greater need for its reserve infantry and tank units and deployed them before they
were fully trained. While training ARNG units fully before deployment is clearly a

reasonable goal, a rigid plan to complete all training before deployment may prove
unworkable, especially if the strategic lift plan is implemented as currently planned.

U.S. military units often have been deployed to a combat theater or near a combat
theater to conduct their final training. In World Wars I and H, U.S. Army forces
completed their training in Europe before being committed. In the Korean War, ARNG
divisions completed their training in Japan before being committed to the war in Korea.
In the planning for the war with the Warsaw Pact in Europe, ARNO units were scheduled
to deploy when the lift was available to carry them and the training goal for deployment
was a less than fully combat ready. They obviously planned to complete their training in

the combat theater.

There is evidence that the ARNG brigades could have comp',4ted their training in
Saudi Arabia had it been necessary. According to the G3 of the 1st Armored Division,

If the roundout brigades had deployed to Saudi Arabia after initial post-
mobilization training (60 days in CONUS), the range facilities and
maneuver space would have been available in the theater of war to
enhance their skills. As G3, 1st Armored Division, I was responsible for
planning and supporting the live-fire and maneuver training (to include
Division-level attack rehearsals) conducted by our units. Our Division's
"training area was far larger than the Army's National Training Center, andIl the fife-fire and maneaver opportunities exceeded anything available in
CONUS or USAREUR. Seventh Corps units, with the direct support of
the USAREUR Commander, deployed "Miles" equipment, targetry and
ammunition, specifically dedicated to large-scale, multi-echelon training.
USAREUR's 7th Army Mobile Training Team organized and supported
small unit replacement training in close proximity to VII Corps training
areas. Had the decision been made in mid to late January 1991 to deploy

-I the roundout brigades, the trainers and training areas were available.
These excellent ranges and maneuver areas had been developed, "proofed"
and extensively used by VII Corps units.s

1 8 Srauss op. ciL,p. 29.
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Had one or more brigades been in Saudi Arabia when the ground war started, they I
could have performed a number of secondary missions such as LOC security. They also

would have been available to provide unit replacements for units that took large-scale

casualties.

D. ESTIMATING THE MAGNITUDE OF POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN
READINESS

1. The Need to Measure Potential Readiness Improvements

The preceding section of this paper listed a number of ways that RC readiness I
could be improved. Of course, rigorously determining the wisdom of changing

organizational structures or management policies for the reserve components in order to

improve their readiness requires quantitative insight into how much the changes would

improve readiness (and how much they would cost). I

2. The State of Current Information

Earlier we showed some apparent correlations between RC training readiness and

various factors. It seems quite clear that RC training readiness can be improved, and that

it is a function of many policy-related variables, but information on the quantitative

relationships between RC readiness and its determinants is sketchy.

There have been some successful attempts to link readiness to training and

personnel management policies. For example, research on the AC shows a significant

relationship between training experience and NTC performance. 9 Other research has

quantitatively tied the readiness of Navy ships to the experience of personnel and thle per-

formance of pilots to their training experience.10.ll,2,Z3 There has, however, been very

I

9 Jack H. Hiller, Howard H. McFami, and Lawrence G. Lehowicz, Does OPTEMPO Increase Unit
Readiness? An Objective Answer, Army Research Institute, undated.

10 Aline Quester, Russell eland, and William Milligan, Ship Material Readiness, Professional Paper
467, Ccnte for Naval -Analyses, March 1989. -

11 Stanley A. Horowitz and Allan Shmman, Crew Characteristics and Ship Condition, CNA Study 1090,
Center for Naval Analyses. March 1977. I

2 Colin P. Hazrmmon and Stanley A. Horowitz, Flying Hours and Aircrew Performance, Institute for
Defense Analyses, P-2379, O=ober 1990.

13 Coln P. K-mmon and Stanley A. Horowitz, Relating Flying Hours to Aircrew Performance: Evidence
for Attack and Transport Missions, Institute for Defense Analyses, P-2609, June 1992.
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little quantitative work on the determinants of readiness in the reserve components. 14

Thus, the state of knowledge about improving the readiness of RC units is as follows:

I *• There is no consistent body of reliable data describing the training readiness
of RC units.

* Stated relationships between the level of unit organization and required post-
mobilization training time are largely based on judgment (which varies) and

administrative determination.

* There are no known estimates of how changes of the kinds discussed above

(modifying task requirements, improving the skill of persoanel, increasing

the amount or effectiveness of training, etc.) would improve training

readiness or reduce deployment delays.

* There is agreement among most experts that some combination of these kinds
of changes could improve ARNG training readiness and reduce post-
mobilization deployment times.

3. Improving the State of Information

Bold Shift, FORSCOM's effort to improve RC readiness, has recognized that

consistent measurement of readiness in both the active and reserve components is a

critical requirement. Toward this end it has instituted a pilot program of Operational

Readiness Exercises (OREs). The goal is to use objective external evaluations to apply

uniform standards against which to assess wartime mission preparedness. Reaching thisi
goal requires using performance and not input measures. Most of the current ORE

-Hmeasures involve input measures such as MOSQ% and % fill and do not measure the

I

14 One unMpublished paper in this area is Roberta J. Smith, Relating Trahnng Readiness to Resource
Alocation, RAND, WD.1472-MRAL, June 1982.
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involve input measures such as MOSQ% and % fill and do not measure the ability to do
the job. Should effective ORE measures be developed, their routine would allow the
Army's leadership to confirm the pre-mob/pre-alert preparedness and operational
readiness status of AC and RC units using established traminng standards. 15 It is worth
noting that simulation technology also provides a way to objectively measure some
aspects of unit performance in a consistent and reproducible fashion.

If the ORE program is successful, it may provide a basis for analyzing alternative
policies in terms of their expected impact on readiness. It may be possible to correlate I

differences in ORE performance across units-output-with naturally occurring

differences in the characteristics of units-input, such as personnel stability, amount of
full-time support, proportion of prior-service personnel, training experience, etc. In
addition, it may ie possible to initiate experimental programs that intentionally vary
selected character.stics of units and then to observe the results of the experiments. These
kinds of research should permit development of quantitative estimates of how various
policy choices are likely to affect the post-mobilization training requirements of reserve
component units. Unfortunately, completing this work might take between 5 and 10
years. Analysis of alternative RC training policies could proceed on a shorter schedule.

4. Analysis of Alternative RC Training Programs: the Training-Time-Budget
Approach

Because of the paucity of information on how changes in the training programs of
ARNG combat maneuver units could reduce their required post-mobilization training
time, we developed a logical structure to aid in understanding the possible potential
improvements in readiness that might accrue as the result of changes in training policies
or techniques. We have called this approach training-time-budget analysis. The basic
theory of the analysis includes the following points:

a. Since active units are assumed to be ready to deploy, the peacetim,- i.raining
of active units provides a benchmark against which to assess kC training I
programs.

b. If a reserve unit can perform the training activities specified for a comparableI
active unit, it is also ready to deploy.

Is FORSCOM Operational Readiness Exercise (Pilot Program), Headquarters Forces Command,
Febwuay 19n~
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-c. To th extent it cannot perform all those activities, it-has a training deficit-
which can be measured by the number of days that the unperformed training
events take active units to perform.

Bd. Alternative RC training strategies can be evaluated in terms of their impact
on the training deficit.

I e. It is possible toIlink the peacetime training deficit.to the amount of post-
mobilization training time required -prior to deployment. This methodology
focuses on the amount of training time available to RC units (their training-
time-budgets) and considers what training events they can accomplish within
thoste budgets.

We will apply this theory to ARNa heavy units. The purpose of the analysis is to
better understand how greater use of virtual and constructive simulation in the training of
RC combat units might be able to improve their readiness. Throughout the analysis it is
important to bear in mind the uncertainties involved, particularly uncertainties about how

I much more productively simulation allows RC units to use their limited training time.
Quantitative estimates of post-mobilization times under several sets of explicit3 assumptions are derived. We can only be as sure of the precision of the estimates as we
are of the assumptions. the idea of the analysis is to demonstrate potentials, not to
identify proven possibilities. The main steps in the analysis are:

a. Determine the training that must be performed by a unit to meet Army
standards for a unite s Mission Essential Task List (M I ng).

ntb. Estimate how much training is needed to reach the performance standard.
This requires consideration of the extent to which different echelons must
train together and the extent to which they can perform different training
activities in parallel. This will permit quantification of the ability of RC units
to accomplish the required training at all echelons.

I c. Calculate the RC training deficit by comparing the estimate of training time
with the training time that is available to RC units. For ARNG armor units,
we make separate calculations of the peacetime training deficits for gunnery
training, maneuver training through the company level, and maneuver
training at the battalion and brigade leve hi.

- d. Estimate the extent to which the deficit could be reduced by greater use of
simulation in both peacetime and post-mobilization training. These
techniques should permit more training activity to take place per training day
because they-allow units to avoid moving and preparing. equipment, and to

-I
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e. Estimate how much reduction in the peacetime training deficit Would reduce
required post-mobilizatior, time.

E. THE EFFECT OF GREATER USE OF SIMULATIONSON THE TRAINING

READINESS OF NATIONAL GUARD GROUND COMBAT UNITS

Simulation can improve the training readiness of heavy units in several ways.
Individual and crew-related gunnery skills can be enhanced using a range of training aids
and devices. These include the Videodisc Interactive Gunnery Simulator (VIGS), the
arcade-like Top Gun device, Conduct-of-Fire Trainers (COFTs), Guard Unit Armory
Device Full-Crew Interactive Simulation Trainer (GUARD FIST), and the Hand-Held
Tutor.16 Virtual simulations like SIMNET or its follow-on, the Close Combat Tactical
Trainer (CCTT), can train maneuver and command anid,control tasks that range from the
crew level to the battalion level. They can also train gunnery skills to some extent.
Constructive simulations like JANUS are most useful at the battalion, brigade and
division levels and can be used to train planning and synchronization tasks. Chapter VIII
outlines a new approach to using JANUS and SIMNET together in a distributed
simulation- network designed to traiin ARNG battalion and higher units in their
synchronization tasks.

As was noted above, to better understand some-of implications of possible states
of the world regarding how much and how productively simulation of various sorts could
be effectively used to train RC combat units, our application of the training-time-budget
methodology examines three alternative cases. The cases vary with respect to the extent
and type of simulator use hypothesized for ARNG heavy brigades.

In all of the cases to be examined, we make the following assumptions:

" An AC heavy brigade performs roughly 68 days per year of gunnery training.
This estimate is based on preliminary examination of unit training plans for
five Units, by researchers at the-RAND Corporation.17

" An AC heavy brigade requires 39 days of platoon and company maneuver/
coordination training and 32 days of battalion maneuver/coordination
training. These numbers come from the Fort Knox analysis. Two-thirds of

16 The use of dise aids and devicei is discussed in John E. Morrison, David A. Campsbure, ard Ear L.
-Doyle, A Device/Aid-Based Strategy for Tramng, Ml Tank Gut/nery. in the Arm National Gud,
Human Resources R ,sexch Otiizatio April 1991. y N

17 As yet unpublishd reserh by Tomas F. Lipa, j. Mickbsl Pokch ad Roald E. Sortor, RAND.
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these 71 days are spent in activities that can at least partially be trained in
SIMNET.

• An RC heavy unit is authorized six days of simulator time for gunnery
training for M-1 and M-2 crews beyond the 39 days of participation required

• I of reservists.
SOf the 39 days per year of required participation, only 23 are used to perform

training activities, 12 days on weekends and 11 days at annual training. The
rest of the time is taken up with administration.

- Half of these 23 days are devoted to individual and crew-level gunnery
SI training. The rest are devoted to maneuver training.

* Training performed in simulators of all kinds (gunnery simulators like COFT,
SIMNET/CCIT, andconstructive simulation) allows three times as much
trainee achievement per unit time than would otherwise be possible.

This last assumption deserves further attention. The relative value of simulator
training-and non-simulator training is a critical factor in estimating how much additional
simulator use could reduce the peacetime training deficit As has been noted, there is no
precise information on the value of this factor. The ratio of 3:1 was developed in

discussions with individuals involved in armor training in both the active and reserve3 components. It is a subjective estimate, and is definitely not proven to be correct. In
addition, this ratio can be expected to vary across training activities, but we are seeking a

3 reasonable rule of thumb.

The precise value of the ratio aside, the notion that simulation is a valuable aid to
S i training effective armor units rests on two observations. First, the accomplishment of

training in the field is limited by the friction of field operations. The amount of time it

takes to make equipment ready to use, get to and from the training area, and (in the case

of staff training) to wait for feedback from organizations or personnel working in (or
near) real time. Of course, the relative effectiveness of field training and simulator

_ i training varies widely. Some things are best taught in the field and some are best taught
using simulation. Our assumption is really that simulation permits the hypothesized
compression of training time over the range of simulation use we examine.

Our second observation is that there is quantitative evidence that greater use of

5 simulation improves the performance of armor units. The U.S. Army Armor and
Engineering Board executed an experiment where it generated a control group and an3 experimental group of tank platoons, gave them a pre-test to determine their competence,
trained the experimental group on SIMNET and the control group through standard field

-I
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training for six days, and then tested the groups after the training.' 8' 19 The groups wereI
scored "Go" or "No Go" on a series of tasks within the given exercises. The platoons

with Si I NET' training raised their Go percentages by II percentage points, while the

platoons with field training only raised theirs 6 percentage points. The difference

between these results is statistically significant.

Ongoing research by the Army Research Institute (ARI) seems to indicate that

prior COFT usage is reflected in better gunnery performance at the National Training

Center. In addition, a review of the gunnery training process in the ARNG performed for

ARI has recommended greater reliance on training devices.20 A revised training strategy

was developed and is now being tested. There is persuasive evidence that more use of

simulation would improve the readiness of ARNG armor units; the uncertainty revolves

around the magnitude of the improvement: how much more training can be

accomplished in a fixed period of time.

The assumptions listed above allow us to estimate variations in the peacetime

training deficits faced by ARNG tank brigades in the cases to be examined. In order to

estimate the effect of these variations on post-mobilization times, we make the following

assumptions about post-mobilization training:

An RC heavy brigade that receives peacetime training without increased
emphasis on simulation would need between 79 and 128 days of post-
mobilization training before being ready to deploy. This range is taken from
the preliminary RAND analysis.21 The Army's official estimate of 90 days is
within this range. The 79 day estimate is based on the Army Inspector
General's review of the Gulf War call-up experience, supplemented by the
assumption that recommendations designed to improve RC readiness will be
adopted and have the desired effect.22 The 128 day estimate was developed
by RAND, based on the possibility that it may be difficult to improve RC
readiness. We draw on RAND's work to break required post-mobilization

18 D. Gound, and J. Schwab, "Concept Evaluation Program of Simulation Networking (SPI), Final
Report," TRADOC TRMS No. 86-CE4, U.S. Army Armor and Engineering Board, Fort iKnox,
Kentucky, March 1988.

19 This discussion also draws on Orlansky, J. and J. Thorpe. "SIMNET - an Engagement Training I
System for Tactical Warfare," Journal of Defense Research, Vol 20, No 20, February 1991 and on
Angier, B. N., E. A. Alluisi and S. A. Horowitz, "SIMNET and Advanced Training," IDA P-267Z,

20 See Mwrison Campsure, and Doyie, o,. cit.
21 Lippiatt, Polich and Soor, op. cit.
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! training time into time devoted to gunnery training, time devoted to
maneuver training at the platoon and company levels, and time devoted to

I maneuver training at the battalion and brigade levels.

Some post-mobilization time is needed for mobilization, movement,
maintenance, recovery, and preparation for loading, and cannot be reduced by

I greater use of simulation.

* Some post-mobilization training time may not be amenable to reduction,
i3 regardless of the readiness of the mobilized units. Some validation is

required before deploying National Guard combat units. We have assumed
that the tim. required for this is one week of gunnery training, one-quarter of

---- !he othemise necessary amount of platoon/company maneuver training, and
one-half of the otherwise necessary amount of battalion/brigade training.
E-perie•ace in using simulation to evaluate training readiness in peacetime
may ultimately allow for validation of some tasks in simulation.

V The amount that the Variable portion of post-mobilization time can be
reduced is directly proportional to a reduction in the peacetime training
deficit for a given kind of training (gunnery, platoon/company maneuver, or
battalion/brigade). For example, suppose there is a 27 day peacetime training
deficit for platoon and company maneuver training and 30 days of post-
mobilization time would now have to be devoted to this kind of training, 24
of which are &wmnable to reduction. The 3:1 rule says that shifting 3 days of
pearetime training in this area to simulation would cut 6 days from the
peacetime training deficit, a 22 % reduction. The variable portion of required

S--post-mobilization time would be reduced by the same 22 %, from 24 to 19
days. The assumption of proportionality is consistent with the belief that
completely eliminating the peacetime training deficit would render an RC
unit as ready as an AC unit

* The 3:1 rule also applies to the use of simulators in post-mobilization
rining.

The reason it is necessary to make these assumptions is uncertainty about fourI mthings: the readiness of active units, the readiness of reserve units, the effectiveness of

field training relative to simulator-based training, and the sensitivity of required post-
m mobilization time to the readiness of units. Without better information, the only way to

S I

'"3" I 22 Dqpment of the Army Inspector General 'Special Assessment National Guard Brigades'
- .i"Mobilizatio," June 1991.ISO
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analyze alternative training policies is to investigate the implications of particularI
hypotheses and assumptions.

We describe below three cases that examine ways in which simulation-could-playI
a larger role in the training of National, Guard heavy brigades. In the first case,
simulation is used extensively for peacetime gunnery and platoon/company maneuverI
training. The second case adds simulator time during post-mobilization training. The
final case investigates the implications of using- constructive simulation for3
battalion/brigade level maneuver trining during peacetime.

Table VII-2 summarizes the results of analyzing the first case. We assume thatI
simulation will be used for all weekend trining and-half of AT maneuver trining. This
adds 14.75 extra days of simulator use per year. It could reduce the trining deficit for

gunnery from 38.5 days to 26.5 days and the peacetime training deficit for platoon/
company maneuver trining from 27.5 days to 10 days. Our assumption that reducing the
peacetime tining deficit leads to a proportionate decrease in required post-mobilization
aining time (excluding fixed portiois of post-mobilization time) allows us to estimate

that the amount of post-mobilization training required could fall by between 16 and 30
days.
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5Table VII-2. Came1: Greater Pei, me Usn ofI I ulation In National Guard Heavy Onto.
Through Comnpaxy Level

* ~~~Gunnery PWtnCo. BnOWd. Toa
-Maneuver 1.Maneuver'

Active-UntsPlan 68 39 32 139
Guard Currently Has:________

week~hd (other) 61 6j 0 12

3annual trawinn -5.50 5.50 J0 j
Peacetime Training Deficit -138.50 27.50 32.00 98
Potential C ditional Simuelator Use: o.lu _in i i lG d v t

weekend 6 6 0 12
annual trainint 0 2.75 0 2,75

Potential Peacetii e Deficit 26.50 10.00 32.00 '68.0
Percent G r duction 31 u 64 0 3H)

RAND Estimate of -Post-Mob; Time
S79

mee ( ad murn] 39 41 1_ 28
Amount of Post-Mob lime-Not Ame nbe to Reduction

minimum 87 26 7 38
maximum 7 -10io 10 _____

Potential Post-Mob limoe: ..UminImum]n 18 13- 14 6
maximum- 29 21 19 98

Table Va-3 illustrates Case 2, which takes the perspective that simulators can

I help the post-mobilization training of RC tank units as well as peacetime training. The
assumption is that one-quarter RAND's estimate of potential post-mob time for gunnery

i and platoon/company maneuver training identified in Table V3-2 as amenable to

reduction could be given over tosimulator-based training.
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Table VII3. Cae 2: Greater Peacetime Use of Shmknuioi In National Guard Heavy Units-
Through Company 1evel and Use of simulation During Pot-Mobillization Training

Gunnery PtnJpco. BnJBde. Total
-Maneuver Maneuver

Active Units Plan 68 39 32 139

Guard Currently Has: _

-,weekend-.(ifnulator days) 6 01,
weekend (other): 6 6 0 12

annual training 5.50 5.50 0- 1i

Peacetime-Trainlng Deficit- 38.50 27.50 32.00 98

PotentialAdditional Simulator Use:

weekend 6 6 0 12
annual training 0 2.75 0 2.75,.

Potential Peacetime Deficit 26.50 10.00 32.00 68.506

Per-Cent Redudion M 31 64 Oý 1, 3°
RAND Estimnateof PotMob TLe .

minimum 23 24 14 79
__"__ maximum_ 39 41 19 128

Amount of Post-Mob6imeNot Amenabie'to Reduction-
ninimum , 7 6 7- 38
maximum 7 1o( -10 . 56

Additional Post-Mob Simulator lime -

minimum 2.716 1.64 0 4.39
maximum 5.51 2.82 0 8.32

Potential Post-Mob Time: _.

minimum 13 9 14 £4
-maximum 18 16 19 82

We estimate that this post-mobilization use of simulation could reduce post-

mobilization time an additional 9 to 16 days.

Finally, Case 3, illustrated in Table VII-4, incorporates additional peacetime

simulation training in the area of battalion and brigade maneuver training. This is meant

to address the perceived deficiencies of leadership training in National Guard combat

units. The idea is to facilitate command post exercises and improve the synchronization

skills of leaders. We assume that this training- does not conflict with training through the

company level, but that it reduces the amount of time spent honing higher-level

synchronization skills in post-mobilization training. In the example, five days of

__ -- o --- =VII-24
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I peacetime simulation training are provided for teaching battalion- and brigade-level
maneuver skills.

I ~Table VIM4. Cane 3: Greater Peacetime Use of Sknulatlon In Nationa Guard Heavy Units
Through Brigade Level and Use of Simulation During Post-Mobililzatlon Training

Gunnery PI tniCo. Bn.IBde. Total
___Maneuver Maneuver

Active Units Plan 68 39 32 139

weekend (simulator days) 6 0 0 6
weekend (other) 6 6 0 12

__m_

annual trainina 5.50 5.50 0 11
Peacetime Training Defi pit 38.50 27.50 32.00 98
Potential Additional 3 mrulator Use: o m nI ol r yU

weekend 6 6 5 12
___annual training 0 2.75 0 -

Potential Peacetime Deficit 26.50 10.00 17.00 53.F

Per Cent Reduction 31 64 47 45
RAND Estimate of Post-Mob. lime____ ___

, minimum 23 24 14 79
maximum 39 41 19 128

Amount of Post-Mob Time Not Amenable to Reduction

minimum 7 6 7 38___-_II n : I

maximum 7 10 10 56
Additional Post-Mob Simulator Time

rminimum 2.75 1.64 0 4.39
maximum 5.51 2.82 0 8.32

Potential Post-Mob Time:

tonl minimuim 131 9f 11J517-- -iMaximum I s1 161 IS1 7

The adional simulator training is estimated to have the potential to reduce the
peacetime training deficit for battalion/brigade maneuver training by 15 days, or 47%,

3 iand to reduce post-mobilization time an additional 3 to 4 days.

Table VII-5 summarizes the results of our analyses of the. possible implications of
m providing more simulator-based training to National Guard heavy units.
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Table VII-5. Potential Post-MobilIzation Times Under Alternative Cases

----- _ _ _ _Minimum Maximum

Baseline Post-Mobilization Training Times 79 128

Case 1: More Peacetime Simulation Through Company Level 63 98

Case 2: Adds Post-Mobilization Use of Simulation 54 82

Case 3: Adds Peacetime Simulation for Battalion/Brgade 51 77

Case 1 implies a reduction in post-mobilization time of 20 to 23 %, Case 2 32 to
36 %, and Case 3, 35 to 40%. Although these estimates are imprecise, the opportunity

for improvement may be substantial.

Additional cases could be constructed to look at additional training alternatives or

to relax some of the assumptions we have made. Among the uncertainties that further
research might resolve or that additional cases might illuminate are tha following points:

"The post-mobilization deficit described in this report does not make
adjustments for the possibility of simultaneous training. If, for example,
platoons and companies can conduct gunnery training simultancously with
battalions and brigades conducting maneuver training, the post-mobilization
time can be reduced.

" The calculation of the peacetime training deficit assumes that the RC
conducts its training at the same intensity as the AC. If the RC training
provs to be conducted at a more intense rate, the peacetime training deficit 3
might be reduced.

" The cases investigated above do not give the AC credit for the simulation
training they currently conduct. Applying the 3:1 rule to this training will
increase the peacetime auainir. deficit.

"" The relationship between AC and RC training may prove to be different from
that assumed here. For example, experience may find that the RC does not
need to conduct the same training events as the AC in order to meet METL
standards. This could reduce both the peacetime training deficit and post-
mobilization training time.

" Assumptions regarding the portions of peacetime and post-mobilization
training amenable to reduction via simulation may prove to be too ambitious.
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1~ * Given the shortage of field training sites for both gunnery and maneuver
post-mobilization training, the use of simulator training may allow for

j simultaneous training of multiple units and thereby reduce overall ARNG
post-mobilization time.

3 F. ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT GREATER USE OF
SIMULATION FOR TRAINI4G NATIONAL GUARD COMBAT UNITS

SI Under the assumptions we have made, it looks as if greater use of simulation
could lead to significant improvements in ARNG training readiness and to reductions in3 their post-mobilization time. Two cautions ebout this result should be borne in mind:

SThere is great uncertainty about the degree to w hich sim ulator use allow s
nmore training to be accomplished in a given period of time. The estimates

SI presented here indicate possibilities, but they do not conclusively show how
much improvement is possible. We do not know enough about the

3-r- implications for training readiness of different mixes of live training, virtual
• ,.-simulation, and consartsctive simulation. More work needs to be done to pin

this down.

0 Greater use of simulation implies additional cost. Training aids and devices
must be bought, and they must be kept available. A strength of simulation is
that it can be useu on short notice at all hours; this only helps if facilities are
open and if equipment is operable.23 Guard heavy units have reported
difficulties keeping COFTs operable. Overcoming this problem would

. •probably require additional full-time personnel to oversee training and to
perform maintenance.

Another, more upbeat, point also deserves mention:

There is substantial attention being paid today to the use of advancing
technology to tie together field and simulator training at all echelons of the
force structure. The Defense Advanced Reserh Projects Agency (DARPA)
and the ARNG are conducting a multi-year "st to determine the potentWi for3I simulation to improve ARNG training readiness. We believe the analysis
offered here presents nn approach for measurng the gains in trainingpreadiness that simulation can bring.

23 Pmoel at the 48th Brigade of the Geora NatioWal Guard have made dhs point to us.
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G. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Conclusions

a. There are substantial variations in the readiness of RC units. Some RC

combat service support units are virtually as ready to deploy as are corresponding activeI

units. Some Army RC units have been pre-validated to deploy.

b. The training readiness of RC units and their post-mobilization deployment

times are associated with factors that can be influenced through management policy. In
particular, arning readiness can be improved by improving personnel skill levels, by
limiting or tailoring the scope of the mission assigned to RC units, and by increasing the
amount and effectiveness of training received by the units. The length of time it takes RC
units to be able to deploy is also influenced by administrative impediments, such as the
incompatibility of reserve and active personnel and logisics information systems.

c. The impact on training readiness (as measured by required post-mobilization
train-up time before deployment) of policy changes in these areas cannot be measured or
estimated very. precisely, largely because of the absence of reliable information on the
state of readiness. This is as true in the active component (whose units are assumed to be
ready) as it is in the reserve components.

d. It is possible to use the performance of required training events to develop an

csthmate of the impact of changes in training programs on the readiness of RC ,uits. We
have termed this the training-time-budget methodology.

e. A very preliminary application of the training-time-budget methodology i
indicates that it may be possible to reduce the required post-mobilization train-up time of
a National Guard armor brigade by 20 to 40 % from its currently estimated range of 3
between 79 and 128 days. Because of uncertainty about the assumptions behind this
estimate of improved training readiness, this result should be taken as demonstrating

great promise rather than documenting the proven potential of simulation.

f. Further reductions in required post-mobilization training times are possible
for RC combat brigades. This conclusion is warranted because our quantitative analysis
has been conservative by not incorporating estimates of the impact of many potential

ways of improving reserve readiness. Incorporation of even a few of the changes
suggested in this Chapter, Section D, would likely improve RC training readiness.
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S2. Recommendations

a. Continue the ARNG/DARPA test program. Consider expanding the programI -to make existing simulator technology more available to some reserve component combat
units in the near future. The program should cover gunnery simulation, SIMNET-like3m simulation and constructive simulation. We cannot be certain how much this will affect

reserve readiness, but it should yield substantial improvements. Evaluation ot near-term3i experiments would also help guide future RC training policy decisions (and

active/reserve force mix decisions) by providing better information on how much training

5 readiness could be improved.

b. Apply the training-time-budget methodology to different kinds of RC units.

Determine whether the variations in the training deficit are consistent with our

understanding of variations in required post-mobilization training time

3 c. Institute a program to m-_,sc tihe required post-mobilization train-up time of

RC combat units, and to estimate its dependence on policy-related factors. Active

component units should be included to provide a point of comparison. There is great

Im uncertainty in this area, and it is absolutely critical to the development of appropriate RC

management policies and the selection of a cost-effective active/reserve mix. The

program could focus on performance at Combat Training Centers, such as NTC.
Operational Readiness Exercise results may be an acceptable substitute for CTC

3 performance. By providing an opportunity for a standardized environment; simulation

also could be a source of performance information. However performance is measured, it

will also be necessaiy to link performance shortfalls to estimates of the post-mobilization

train-up time needed to correct them.

3I d. Estimate how changes in post-mobilization train-up time would influence the

cost-effective active/reserve mix under alternative scenarios. This would tell us how

much we would have to improve RC readiness for it to make a difference, and would

allow us to judge the importance of using innovative RC training technologies.

I
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uVIIL NEW APPROACHES TO USING SIMULATION
* FOR TRAINING

I This chapter describes a new approach, to using virtual and -constructive
simulation for training ARNG combat maneuver units in many of their key
synchronization tasks. We have called this training system STXSIM for Situational
Training Exercise, Simulation. We have attempted to design it to address some of the
training problems ,tat we have identified.in the process of-conducting this study. We

I have also designed it-in light of other Work under way at IDA to develop a method for
training ARNG battle staffs rt the battalion and-brigade level.1 Finally, we have designed
it to be consistent with Armytraining doctrine.

A. BACKGROUND

Virtual and constructive simulation have been extensively used in recent years for
training in all of the military Services. Simulators have been used successfully in training
individuals and crews. In the Army, the Conduct of Fire Trainer (COFTl is key to
training gunnery in both M-1 and M-2 crews. The Army also is engaged in a major effort
to expand on the successful development of SIMNET simulators for training crews and
platoons. This new system of simulator training is called the Close Combat Tactical

Trainer (CCIT) and may also be used to train leaders at the company and battalion level

One area of combat operations that both active and reserve units find difficult is in
the synchronization of commanders and staffs in their use of Battlefield Operating
Systems (BOS) that are critical to success on the battlefield. This problem appears at3 both the battalion and brigade staff level. The Army has developed a successful method
of training commanders and battle staffs in :their synchronization responsibilities at the3 1Tactical Commander's Development Course (TCDC). Part of this training is conducted
using constructive simulation, to include the use of the Janus combat model. This chapter
reflects our understanding of the problems the three ARNG brigades that were mobilized
for the Gulf War had in performing their synchronization tasks during their post

LTG J. F. Brown (Ret.), Batike Cmmad SCTriing, IDA Repwt, ftheoming.
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mobilization training. It describes our conceptual design of a way to train ReserveI
Component battalion and brigade commanders and their battle staffs in their key
synchronization tasks by using Janus and SIMNET in a distributed simulation network.I

B. GOALSI

We c&..'1se the following goals to guide us in the conceptual design of the
Distributed Simulation Network for training.. I
1. The distributed simulation system should provide ways to improve training and

combat readiness of Army National Guard ground combat units.

To reach this goal we felt the system should:

Be capable of near-term operation for at least two ARNG brigades.

IiIC~ompannietn battalions wihthindrn brigade omandersiio and thicata taf n hirnke

l _ •Provide tas e cpbiuity foru makn g an objetrivued assessment ofetwrainin

readiness that will be meaningful to both the active and reserve components.

"* Provide a capability for training "at home" as well as at the armory.
" Be capable of both fully integrated and independent use of virtual andh

constructive operation. f

*Allow for use of existing doctrine and for the development of new
approaches to doctrine.

Be adequate for both pre-mobilization and post-mobilization tining and, if
possible, be capable of being deployed overseas so that the ARNG can
continue to use it to train itself and to train with the associated active
component unit.

2. The distributed simulation system should provide a seamless integration of
virtual and constructive simulation and allow foe the training of individuals
individual unit battle staffs, and integrated units up to corps level. o

To reach this goal we felt the system should:

Allow for the simulation of the operation of all seven Battlefield Operating

Systems.

Oprt Allo reltieor us faesterthng realtrine andalo for the deeominin of ae

full ange of synchronization and timing skills.-a
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, Be capable-of changing as doctrine changes, and be-adaptable to lessons
learned.

- Use-existing simulation and communication systems as much as possible.
Only minor modifications to these systems would be acceptable.

I C. THE CONCEPT

in order to meet these goals we attempted to design a flexible system that would
-- allow for a wide variety of training alternatives:

* Train a single individual on a specific job in a tank or in operating a
Battlefield Operating System.

* Train entire crews, platoons, companies in tactical operations.

I * £rain unit battle staffs on one or m-ore BOS.,
*-Train multiple echelons in their synchronization tasks.

U This training could be conducted in, either virtual or constructive simulation or in
a combination of both types of simulation. It should allow for tining in action skills-

i such as performing tactical movements (a skill best trained in virtual simulation). It
should allow for training in synchronization and planning skills such as planning an3 offensive or a resupply operation (a skill best trained in constructive simulation ). And it
should allow for training in skills that combine action with synchronization and planning

skills, such as conducting a combat action in which, for example, the battalion

commander might maneuver his battalion in virtual simulation while the battalion staff

-I plans thann ol'e continuied inattthe intlO constructive simulation. Ou-anrou in einnth

system was that it should allow for training commanders and staffs in the critical
synchronization and timing skills in which thi ARNG has been found wanting.;

Battlon Training

I--In its most basic form, the system would operate as a command post local area
network (CP LAN). Figure Vt-n shows the elements of a CP LAN for a battalion

3 command post. The Janus model would provide the combat interactions of individual
systems for each of the companies under the battalion. Some modifications to the

mdexisting Janus model would be needed to allow operation on the network however, it winl

2 DepMrnut of the Army bq Geneal, op ciL
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be possible to- have the changes "switchable"' in and out so thatthe new version is
completely compatible with standard non-network operation.

-I
_,WS ASM s WS W

CP
LAN I

WS - CP Work station
- Janus,.

GA - Guard-Agent

Figurs Vi14. Bitlion STXSIM ConflguMtlon

The key concept of STXSIM is the use of the guard agent (GA) on the CP LAN.
The GA would, be scparatehardware and software on thonetwork, It would provide the
interface between the, command post staff and the Janus model. ,GA would take its

directions from the battalion commander and-the staff officers (plans,, OPORDs,
FRAGOs, etc.) and translate them into Janus scenario-specific parameters. The GA I
would also translate Janus events from obscure computer data into the sitreps, spot
eports, casualty reports, etc., that would normally originate -in subordinate companies.

The GA would then direct these combat reports to the appopriate CP LAN-work stations
(S2, etc.) for use by the-commander and staff. In essence,-the GA would be responsible

for performing most ofrthe functions that'humnans perform-today when-Janus is used in
training tactical commanders. GA would -also-maintain a history file of all approprate

Sdata for use-during AfterAction Reviews and restart of Janus•.

The CP LAN work stationswould simulate the nomal-staff work stations in the

field. They would provide access to the message traffic from the GA and would allow

-" "V AI3
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-I review of unit status data via menus and forms tailored for each position. The

combination of the function-specific work stations (e.g., fire control, logistics) and the

interpretation of message traffic by GA would allow implementation of all seven BOS
and would provide for their impact on the combat in Janus. Each work station also would

3 have the capability of being in a combat display mode that replaces the acetate covered
map. This display could include all control measures and shows the known position of
forces on both sides, as reported by the staff process. These work stations could be

designed as part of the Army Maneuver Control system or to simulate that system.

3 A variation of the CV Methodology code developed for the JCS is envisioned as
the basis for the GA agent between the NG NET and Janus. It would convert the Janus

data into reports and orders that can be used by the participants, and vice versa. This
agent would provide work station access at each CP to interactive forms such as plans,
OPORDS, FRAGs, and requests for support. It also would interpret combat orders into

S I Janus input to respond to combat decisions made by a man-in-the-loop at its higher
headquarters. These orders may establish unit movement, unit resupply, initiate
mortar/artillery fire, or commit helicopter support. The agent also would model
communications impacts (capacity, reliability, priority traffic, direct attack, electronic
warfare) on its message traffic. After action review data would be stored by the agent

and Janus and accessed via the agent.

3- Other important characteristics of STXSIM include:

Man-in-the-loop at work stations at every echelon that is participating in the
exercise. Command Post staff would use network work stations to initiateI combat plans, issue operations orders (OPORDs), fragmentary orders
(FRAGs), requests for support and combat reports.

-i Perceptions of combat engagements would be based on situation and status
reports that are received at a command post and not on the unrealistic3• availability of combat data generated as simulation "truth."

i Measures of performance. and measures of effectiveness could be available to
assist after action reviews, to augment the simulation rerun capability and,5i potentially, to provide a capability for evaluation and even validation for
deployment.

3i • Could be designed for use at any echelon, from company through corps.

* Could have a dial-up capability that would allow use of the simulation
without being in the armory. This would allow each staff person or the

commander to practice their function by phone from home. It would allow

3 VIS-5
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.practice by the complete.,staff-including :interactions, with other staff,
functions.

-It would allow for enggement against a reactive foe.

2. Brigade Training

Figure VIf-2 shows the configuration of-STXSIM for a brigadesimulation. Each
battalion command post would be connecM, tothe brigade-Wide area dial-up network
(NG NET, on the-figure') via the GA. This would be an-additional capability of that
agent's software and hardware. Message traffic created by-the battalion's work stations
wouldbe routed throughout the NG NET vialthe GA. Operations orders created at work
stations in the brigade would be put onto the NGNET by the GA at thelbrigade. The
function of the network elements at brigade level would'be similar to those at battalion I
level.

3. BaftalimonBrigade Training with SIMNET

While the basic StXSIM wouldiuse Janus-and the GA opeating on the CHLAN
and-the NG NET, We'beieve it is also possible to create a seamless melding of Janus with
SIMNET, a vi1rtua simulation. Figure V111-3 shows a variation of STXSIM'in which
battalion and brigade command posts are connected to a SIMNET network via a
SIMNET Agent (SA). The network should be flexibleenough to allow the entire brigade
or any combination of its sub-units to train on it, as necessary. The-SA, like the Guard-
Agent, would be independeft-hardware and software on the-CP LAN;:it would serve to-
interface Janus and SIMNET. The melding of-Janus and SIMNET would require that:

"* SDMNET data be-interpreted-into a totm-understaidablelto Janus, and vice
versa.

"* Janus and SIMNET match model times.

"" Line of Sight discrepancies-between the two modeis be resolved.
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No modification to SIMNET would be required for full integration of the virtualI
and constructive simulations. The SIMNET systems (simulators) would be included in
all Janus calculations and shown on the Janus combat display. Janus would not make
these systems fire their weapons nor would it calculate the results of systems being fired
upon. These functions would be done on SIMNET. Janus, via the SA, would get the
"SIMNET system firing at a Janus vehicle" data from SIMNET and evaluate the results
of the fixing event on the Janus entity. Conversely, Janus entities that fire at SIMNET
systems would create fixing data for evaluation of the shots on SIMNET.

The SIMNET "magic carpet" could be used by the battalion or brigade

commander/staff to get a three dimension look at the combat forces on the Janus systems.
This view would be helpful in monitoring combat maneuvers and applications of tactics.
If sufficient SIMNET simulators are available, a company-size task force that is
responsible for a key role in the brigade's plan could be simulated by soldiers in SIMNET
simulators.

Alternatively, SIMNET could be used to enhance the commander's view of
combat by having him operate from a SIMNET simulator. Company, battalion and
brigade commanders could direct their unit, represented in Janus, while

observing/participating in the combat of their subordinate units from a SIMNET n
simulator. This would be intended to give them a "feel" for the combat situation and the

timing of combat maneuvers. It would also allow the staffs to practice supporting the

operation while the commander is in the field in a combat vehicle. The SIMNET I
network would also allow ARNG units to participate in SIMNET-based STXs with the

AC.

D. TRAINING USING STXSIM

STXSIM would provide the capability for repetitive training to standard in the use
of C3 systems and in the use of combat systems (Battlefield Operating Systems) for 3
commanders and staffs. This training could be conducted at single or multiple echelons;

it could be via the constructive simulation by Janus alone or by Janus and the virtual

simulators on SIMNET. Commanders could operate from computer work stations or
from SIMNET vehicles. Staff officers would operate from computer work stations that

could be configured for each staff position in a command post. The staff officer would be U
able to participate in the command and control of the simulated combat on the Janus

VIII-8
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Ucomputers from the STXSIM work station using battle map graphics, a menu of

commands, combat reports and unit status summaries.3

The description of STXSIM above explains the basic concept of the system, but it
is not complete. There are a number of additional steps that must be taken before it can

-- I be used for training:

"" The specific tasks to be trained must be determined. Responsible officials3- must decide which tasks need to be trained.

"* Measures of Performance and Measures of Effectiveness must be identified.

3 • Tactical tables and situational training exercises to teach those tasks must be
created and the Measures of Performance and Measures of Effectiveness5 must be buil in.

Although unrelated to this study, the ongoing IDA study Battle Command Staff

Training is designed to accomplish these three goals for the ARNG. We have used many

of the insights developed in Battle Command Staff Training as a basis for designing

STXSIM.

Training in STXSIM using fixed tactical tables similar to gunnery tables, with

objective measures of performance and effectiveness, would allow for the objective

evaluation of the performance of ARNG units to standard. By providing tactical
engagement simulations for battle staffs, this concept has the potential for significantly3 increasing the combat effectiveness and training readiness of ARNG battle staffs.

3 1. Single Staff Member Training

A single staff member can use STXSIM at his home or at the armory. In either

3 case, the training can start with a briefing on the combat situation. This-briefing might be

on video tape so that the staff member could review it carefully. The staff member would

connect the PC work station to the command post's network and initiate STXSIM. The

data and forms necessary for each staff member to perform his job could be available on a
PC in his home. Some situation displays also could be available. For example, the S-4

3 Graphics provides color views of tM combat errain anmotated specifically for a staff function. The
menu provides access to automated forms for OPORDs, FRAGOs etc. The reports that would be
available on the work station ame the qanal reports that the staff function would receive, including
losses, SITREPs, and intelligence repoarts from subordirats and ord-rsmssages from supiors. Data
from the reports will be used to automatically updt the percetp'ons of combat unit/foe status on the
work station. Status summaries also will be available at the work smttion.

3 VIII-9
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might receive all the reports on the PC that normally would be received from both higher
and lower units (e.g., supply status reports, emergency supply requisitions, logistic trains'
locations). Supply actions required could include redirection of trains to alternate LRPs,
modification of the schedule for resupply of subordinates, review of use rates, selection
of cache or "tail gate" resupply technique, etc. Such an initial exercise might cover 24
hours of combat and logistics operations in 2 clock-hours. At the end of the session, the
staff officer might conduct his own After Action Review and compara his performance
with the performance of a skilled staff officer performing the same duties. U
2. Battalion Staff Training

Battalion level training would normally be conducted at the armory because of the
importance of getting commanders and staff officers to develop the key synchronization
skills. Some training could be conducted with staff officers at home, however.

During the exercise, each staff work station would receive all the standard reports
and messages. For example, the S-4 work station would receive supply status reports,
emergency supply requisitions, logistic trains' locations etc. The objective of this training
for each staff officer would be to know and implement all of his responsibilities during a
dynamic battle and to coordinate his actions with other staff functions during the battle. 3

Battalion staff training could include SIMNET. A SIMNET simulator could be
used to allow the commander to direct the battle from his command vehicle; this would 3
also give the staff practice working with the commander while he is in a combat vehicle.
The battalion commander also could use a SIMNET simulator to get a virtual view of

combat by any subordinate in order to assist in the training of that unit. SIMNET also
could be used in the logistics operation with, for example, the combat trains lead by a
SMET vehicle and Janus supply vehicles making up the rest of the convoy. I

Following the exercise, the battalion could conduct an After Action Review using

only Janus or Janus and SIMNET.

3. Multi-echelon Training 3
Multi-echelon training with brigade and battalion staffs normally would be

conducted from each unit's armory in order to enhance staff coordination within each unit 3
and to enhance communication skills with other units. Multi-echelon training also could

1
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I involve division-and corps-level operations with active and reserve units exercising their
anticipated wartime relationships.

I Multi-echelon training could be a multi-media event to include a video conference

with the brigade or division staff, a video tape prepared for the scenario, or a telephone

-- conference. in conjunction with STXSIM situation displays. Each battalion command

post network would be linked to the brigade's wide area net. Each staff work station

3 would receive all the reports that would normally be received during an exercise. The

S-4 at brigade, for example, could arrange for ammunition resupply and issue instructions
3 Ito the battalions on ammunition usage. Each battalion S-4 could practice using doctrine

and tactics to make real time resupply decisions affecting field and combat trains.

3 A brigade training exercise might cover 24 hours of combat and logistics

operations in 4-12 clock-hours. The desired learning outcomes could include:

3 * Brigade development of an OPPLAN, and control of forces.

* Development of a brigade-wide synchronization skills.

3 • Battalion implementation of the OPPLAN.

* Staff exercise of multi-echelon responsibilities.

3 SIMNET could be used for brigade training in essentially the same way as it is

used for battalion training.

i E. USE OF STXSIM AS A MISSION REHEARSAL TOOL

3 iSTXSIM could become a mission rehearsal tool. The computer support

equipment and communications network are portable. The same procedures that are used

for normal training could be used by single and multi-echelon staffs to plan mobilization

U training exercises and to evaluate alternatives for actual combat OPPLANs. A Guard or
Reserve unit could be included on a STXSIM network with the active component unit for

training ir CONUS and for mission rehearsal in the theater. In order for STXSIM to be
used in this mode, digitized terrain (mobilization training site, actual area of combat)3 would need to be available at the start of mobilization. Information on foe units and their

expected locations can be included as it becomes available. The digital represenmaios of
3 the scenario and OPPLANs could be refined during mobilization, transit to the theater,

and at combat locations.
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F. POTENTIAL COST AND SCHEDULE

Initial development for STXSIM would include both software development and
hardware acquisition Software development would require approximately 10 man-years
of effort to create the command post and network systems that are part of Guard Agent
and the forward support and independent fire support battalion modules that are part of
Janus. This effort could be accomplished in about one calendar year. An initial operating
capability for a brigade would require computer and network facilities costing about
$600,000. Additional effort would be needed to incorporate scenarios, tactical tables,
measures of performance, and measures of effectiveness into data sets that could be used
by units using STXSIM for training. An ongoing IDA study, Battle Command Staff
Training, is creating battle command staff tables, MOEs, and MOPs designed to train
ARNG battle staffs and should be able to provide much of the necessary data for
STXSIM.

~~ Brown, opcl
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ITE ARMY COHORT PROGRAM

The, Army Training and Doctrine Command published an assessment of the Unit3 Manning System and the COHORT program in March 1989.1 This assessment identified
a number of points that-are relevant to this study. The points laid out below are taken
directly from the assessment.

I 1. The most successful of the COHORT models was the nondeploying Battalion
on a 3-year fixed life cycle. This model was "key to the successful3 conversion of infantry forces to the light division design." While it is more
difficult to manage than sustained models, it offers Athe highest potential
payoff to-radiness of any model yet tried. This model has the-potential to

_ I- facilitate the conduct of routine TDY battalion deployments to the Sinai or to
USAREUR should the need arise to reduce dependent presence in-Europe. A
COHORT division could support 6-month rotations efficiently by
synchronizing the deployments with the COHORT unit life cycle. This
would provide the OCONUS theater with a-stezdy flow of stable, cohesive
units trained to the OCONUS mission through a-tailored predeployment unit
training program.

2. The Walter Reed Army Institute of Research (WRARI) found that most3 senior comm= ders believed COHORT units to be more technically and
tactically proficient, more synergistic and cohesive, more psychologically3i resistant to the potential shock of initial cornbat, and more willing to. fight
than non-COHORT units. In the 7th LightInfantry Division the COHORT
process was credited with holding the units together as combat ready entitiesI •despite the unprecedented external prtssurms imposed on the division during
its intense-period of .tmrgap;i1tion, downsizing, re-equipping, fight infantry
division certification, and attainment of RCF siatus. In-heavy forces, where

SCOHORT was not implemented well, WRAIR data finds that the COHORT
companies in heavy non-COHORT battalions were generally considered3 better units.

3. WRAIR also found .that the prom s of-rep frst-term soliers for the
same- COHORT unit, training them togethe ina-OSUr, and keeping-them

I RQI US Ary Tirag1.ig arn-Dv)"i.,e •Cornn-•.i, A.~nv'nem of-the Unkt.. an'•g Sys•tem, F~ot
iv: Vrreh 19 o9 . 1.,........ ...
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together for their entire first enlistment is potentially a powerful and effective
combat multiplier. This process molded COHORT first termers into a
cohesive, synergistic combat force whose potential could be exploited by
trained leadership.

4. The bonding among COHORT leaders was generally stronger than among
non-COHORT leaders. Leader bonding was not as strong as first termer
bonding because leaders were not as stabilized. The bonding between first
term soldiers and their leaders was generally stronger in COHORT units than
in non-COHORT units.

5. Although the Army assessment was unable to come to any specific
conclusions about the impact of COHORT on training readiness, the report
was able to conclude that "With a proper battalion-level COHORT training
program in place, one might expect commanders to conduct more efficient
individual training because all first term soldiers are at the same level of
training proficiency at the same time, and commanders do not have to repeat
training tasks frequently to accommodate the continued trickle of new faces.
One might also expect that individual skills would improve because of the
more stable and consistent interface between soldier and mentor.
Additionally, collective training should be progressively more complex,
challenging, and realistic in the stable COHORT unit."

6. First term attrition was found to be approximately equal in COHORT and
non-COHORT units.

7. External turbulence was less in COHORT units. First termers were

effectively stabilized for their entire enlistment period. NCO tarbulenco was
high because stabilization policies were not well enforced. Officers remained
on the individual replacement system and their degree of turbulence proved
to be a chronic and significant problem.

8. The implementation of COHORT was much more successful in light infantry
units than in heavy units. Entire light infantry divisions 'were converted to
COHORT. In heavy units, COHORT companies and battalions were mixed
in with regular armor and mechanized infantry units. As a result, the heavy
COHORT units were not well accepted or assimilated due. to resentments
caused by implementation actions that resulted in actual or perceived
privileged treatment.

9. The life cycle of COHORT units led some to argue that COHORT detrac-ted
from madiness because a COHORT unit might have to report itseZf unready
*n t.h Unit Swtu• Repomt during t•h time it took to complete its initial unit
training. Others argued thit this was simply a manifestation o.,f the unit
Melacement system that should be changed and the Army should It. IUing

AL-2
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I to report units as unready just as the Navy reports ships unready when they
ruturn from an overseas deployment and large numbers of sailors are3 reassigned.

10. The Army mastered the process of accessing, training, and delivering first
term COHORT soldiers to the right place at the right time as a cohesiveI group.

11. Ile Army developed an automated system for integrating numerous Army
management systems with COHORT and producing a COHORT unit
schedule which is supportable and consistent with accession constraints and
training base capacity. The model needs to be enhanced to includeI operational constraints, such as brigade organization and NTC rotation
schedules.

12. The Congress enacted Variable Enlistment Legislation that allows soldiers to
enlist for a period of initial training and the entire COHORT life cycle

13. The greatest challenge to institutionalizing the COHORT system is the
steady-state management of the personnel flow, especially late arrival of
cadre to COHORT units and COHORT unit strength profiles. Both the
Personnel Command and installations have had difficulty meeting COHORT
schedules, perhaps because of the need for off-line micro-management of
many individual COHORT companies. Policies need to be established forI0managing the strength of COHORT units.

14. COHORT managers did not recognize the magnitude of the prevailing3 cultural mind-set about the individual replacement system They found that
the prevailing Army culture nurtures an MR based on the primacy of the
individual over the unit~ This causes many COHORT initiatives to be seen as
restrictive, unfair, and career-damaging. The individual replacement system
is a management system of least resistance and the unit manning system
restricts management flexibility and curtails command prerogaties.

15. hle Unit Status Report focus on "level of fill" is not consistent with Army
training philosophy and militates against the use of COHOR This Mind-set
will not change until we change the unit status report to aognize a nd =rward
stbiity, cohesion, and collective proficiency as readiness enuimcems

S16. Reductions in operating tempo caused by budEet reductions could be offset
by the unit stability and enhanced readiess inerent in the COHORT systlem

17. Stationing of unaccompanied units in Europe could b. sustained by anexpansion of Sinai-type ofY rotations or establishmcat of Koa-tlyate sharrtours. Both of these approhes can. be supported by the COHORT systm

A-3
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'GLOSSARY

SAC activc compnent
_ARNG Army National.Guand

I ARTEP Army Traiing and Evaluation Program
BOS "battnlfield opertig sysms

3 CATS Combined Arms Training Strategy
SCrIT Close Combat Tactical Trainer
C 6OHoRt cohesion, operational readiness, training
CONUS- continental United States

LCPLAN coiimmand post local-area-network

CS combat support
CSS combat service supportICrC combat training center
FI. full time support
IRR individual ready reserve
JRTC joint readiness maning center3 LOC line of communication
MCCRES .Marine Corps. oCmbat Readiness Evaluation System
MEIL Mission Essential-Task List

MSO military service obligation
MTM mission training plan
NTC national training center
OPFOR opposit'oforce
OPP4AN operations plan
OPfhMPO operational tempo
ORE operational readinhess exercise
OStT one station unit training
RC reserve component

RSO Ready Standby Organization
SIM6WT simulation-network

SRA selected reserve augment=e

S. -:I
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SIXSIM, Situational Traininig Ekcergise, Simulation.I

tCDC Tactical Comm~anders'sDevelopment Course

TDY temporary duty I
tactical engagement simulations

TQM Total Quality'-Management

TRADOC' Training and.Doctrine Command

UCOFT unit conduct of fire trainer

UCrP Unit Cohesion T raiig iormI
UDPý Unit Deploymient Progi*Am

UMS Unit Manning System

U•TM Unit Personnel Tracking Model

USAREUR UnitedStates Army Europe

USBP Unit tandyt Prftramn

USMC United States Marine Corps

USP Unit Stabilty Program

WRAIR Walter Reed Armiy institute of Research
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